
“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20 
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 
preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.  
 
Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 
question, and may stop the interview at any time. 
 
Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
Start Time: 12:41 

1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.)  
 
1957 
 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 
night). 

 
          oSingle             
 

3. Who else lives in the same unit? ________________________ 
 
oFamily   
 



4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 
home-mates have? Medicine for a-fib  

 
 

5. What pets live with you now (today)? 
 

1 Dog  
 

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
 
oJob       
 

7. Just a little about your education 
 
undergraduate  ograduate   
 

8. What is/was your course of study?  
 
English 
 

9. How do you define your community?  
 
Suburban neighborhood  
 

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
 
Bryn Mawr Presbyterian church, PEO, DAR,   
 

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
 
    oSuburban     
 

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms. 
 
Extreme disruption of life 
 

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 
where you are living? 

 
Hurricane, Ice Storm, Fire, Flooding 
 
 
 

14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
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Fire Department, Home Insurance, Myself 
 

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
 
Generator, Insurance is up to date,  
 

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? 

 
Money saved in the bank,  
 

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 
occur while you were here? 

 
Get an emergency kit together 
 

18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
 
Time, Laziness 
 

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? (None) 
 
Hurricane Sandy, Ice Storm of 2014,  
 

20. Please tell me how you dealt with that: 
 
Lived without power for 4 days, cooked food on the grill, went to local businesses for food and 
beverages, Had flashlights with extra batteries  
 

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done? 
 
Bought a generator  
 

22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
 
None 
 

23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 
building) to be in? 

 
Depends on the disaster. Probably a few days 
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24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency? 
 
Go to ER, Have doctors phone number saved in phone, know where medicine and insurance 
cards are 
 

25. How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 
you? 

 
Call 911, if I could render aid then I would 
 

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
 
4-5 days 
 

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C) 

 
2 Hours 
 

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 
with no heat)? 

 
Build a fire 
 

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 
degree F/4 degree C)? 

 
Half a day 
 

30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions? 
 
Weather App on phone  
 

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
 
Probably 24 hours 
 

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
 
24 Hours 
 

33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
 
A couple days 



34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 

 
Not long. I have a-fib. Maybe 24 hours 
 

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 

 
Die 
 

36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
 
Finish the books I want to read 
 

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 
one week? 

 
Catch up some reading, make a fire,  
 

38. For one month? 
 
There’s plenty of food in the house to survive a month and cook it on the grill 
 

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus 
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? 

 
Stay home. Wash hands.  
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
None 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
Interviewer: 
Time ended_1:03pm 
Last question completed  
Questions declined (#’s) 0  
Personal Observations: Did not think the questions through on how it would impact the 
individual  
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“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20 
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 
preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.  
 
Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 
question, and may stop the interview at any time. 
 
Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
Start Time: 5:00pm 

1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.)  
1995 

 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 
night). 

 
o Dormitory             oApartment  o Hi Rise        oRow Home            oTwin          oSingle            
o Farm   oOther______________ 
 

3. Who else lives in the same unit? ________________________ 
 
 
o Alone            oFellow student/roommate        oPartner       oFamily  oChildren o Infants 



 
4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 

home-mates have? 
N/A 

 
 

5. What pets live with you now (today? 
None 

 
 

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
 
o Scholarship funded     o Parents        oLoans        oJob      Other__________ 
 

7. Just a little about your education 
 
oHigh school  oTrade school  o First year undergraduate   oundergraduate  ograduate  
ocontinuing education  ofaculty  oother staff oOther______________ 
 

8. What is/was your course of study? 
BSBA 

 
 

9. How do you define your community? 
Family, friends, coworkers, church 

 
 

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
Church, IM sports 

 
11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 

 
oFarm  oCountry  oSmall town   oCity   oBig City 
oWilderness   oFrontier   oRural    oSuburban    oUrban 
 

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms. 
An event that shocks a community and damages the physical environment and/or the 
mental state of its people beyond normal self-repair that the community can process. 

 
 

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 
where you are living? 
Hurricane, tornado, flood, power outage, shooting 
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14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 

Police, fire department, emergency services, red cross 
 

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
Emergency kit in home and car, knowledge of alternative routes to travel and safe 
locations to wait something out 

 
16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 

disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? 
My savings for a ‘rainy day’, non-perishable food, candles and solar-powered light 
sources 

 
17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 

occur while you were here? 
Support of emergency services if severe enough or prolonged enough 

 
 

18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
Have not experienced that at this time 

 
 

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? (None)____________ 
Multiple hurricanes and a relatively destructive tornado in my city 

 
20. Please tell me how you dealt with that: 

Worst thing I had to deal with was prolonged power outage and food shortage. I 
prepared by grocery shopping and stocking up on water and non-perishables in 
advance. Used solar powered flashlight and candles. 

 
21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done? 

Always keep bottles of water and non-perishables 
 

22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
CPR training, tornado drills and lockdown drill in hospital setting 

 
 
 

23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 
building) to be in? 
1 week 

 
24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency? 

Go to ED, call 911 
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25. How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 

you? 
Call 911 

 
26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 

1 month, depending on season perhaps longer if more temperate 
 

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C) 
2 days with appropriate coat 

 
 

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 
with no heat)? 
Bundle up with layers/coat, seek shelter/barrier to block wind if outside 

 
29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 

degree F/4 degree C)? 
Probably would still do the same 

 
30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions? 

Weather.com and google news searches 
 

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
1 day 

 
32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 

2 months 
 

33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
1 month 

 
34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 

gymnasium? 
Months, unless I came down with something like the flu- which would be likelier in a 
gym 

 
35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 

limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 
Sanitize with hot water, alcohol if possible, drain infected pus, cold water/compress for 
fever 
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36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
Lose access to help in case of emergency- could run to fire station nearby. Would be 
very bored. 

 
37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 

one week? 
I think I’d be bored, but fine 

 
38. For one month? 

I still think I’d be fine 
 

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus 
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? 
Wearing a mask, staying isolated in my home, leaving and going elsewehere 

 
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
Interviewer: 
Time ended: 5:30pm 
Last question completed: Yes 
Questions declined (#’s): 0  
Personal Observations: Expressed preparedness influence by parents  
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“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20 
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 
preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.  
 
Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 
question, and may stop the interview at any time. 
 
Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
Start Time: 2:15pm 

1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 1995 
 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 
night). 

 
o Dormitory             oApartment  o Hi Rise        oRow Home            oTwin          oSingle            
o Farm   oOther______________ 
 

3. Who else lives in the same unit? ________________________ 
 
 
o Alone            oFellow student/roommate        oPartner       oFamily  oChildren o Infants 
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4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 
home-mates have?_____none____________ 

 
 

5. What pets live with you now (today)?__________3 cats______ 
 
 

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
Job at blacktree healthcare consulting 
 
 
 
o Scholarship funded     o Parents        Loans        oJob      Other__________ 
 

7. Just a little about your education 
8. BSBA from University of Pittsburgh  

 
 
 
 
oHigh school  oTrade school  o First year undergraduate   oundergraduate  ograduate  
ocontinuing education  ofaculty  oother staff oOther______________ 
 

9. What is/was your course of study?___________business______ 
 
 

10. How do you define your community? The people around me that I care about 
 
 

11. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
none 
 

12. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
 
Suburban, chester springs pa 
 
oFarm  oCountry  oSmall town   oCity   oBig City 
oWilderness   oFrontier   oRural    oSuburban    oUrban 
 

13. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms. 
 
Something to do in case of emergency  

14. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 
where you are living? 



Fires maybe?  
 
 
 

15. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
 
Police  
 
 

16. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
 
 
Not much because I do not think there is much of a threat 
 
 

17. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? 

 
Money? Or like food and water  
 
 
 

18. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 
occur while you were here? 

 
Food and water and shelter 
 

19. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
 
 
Nothing I have them  

20. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? (None)____________ 
N/A 
 

21. Please tell me how you dealt with that: 
N/A 
 

22. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done? 
 
N/A 

23. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
 
 
none 
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24. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 

building) to be in? 
 
A long time- not really sure what this is asking  
 

25. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency? 
Call police, call ambulance, perform CPR, google things 
 
 

26. How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 
you? 

Call police 
 
 

27. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
Depending on the season, probably a few days  
 
 

28. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C) 

5 hours 
 
 

29. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 
with no heat)? 

 
Huddle together with other people, cover up, try to start a fire 
 

30. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 
degree F/4 degree C)? 

Wouldn’t change  
 

31. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions? 
 
Phone weather app  
 

32. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
 
2 days 
 
 

33. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
6 days 



 
 

34. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
5 days 
 
 

35. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 

11 days 
 

36. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 

Rise out with water and disinfect with burning metal  
 
 

37. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
 
I would be more productive. Nothing bad honestly  
 

38. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 
one week? 

 
Be more productive  
 

39. For one month? 
 
Be super productive  

40. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus 
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? 

 
I cancelled a trip to Thailand that I had booked and am going to Egypt instead.  
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
Interviewer: 
Time ended: 2:27pm 
Last question completed Yes 
Questions declined (#’s) 0  
Personal Observations: 

None 



 
 
 
 



"Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20 
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 
preparation you have made?" 

(No)- "Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future." 

(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 

(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time. 

(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject. 

Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 
question, and may stop the interview at any time. 

Do I have your permission to continue? -1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 
J{IC/S 

(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 
night). 

Dormitory ~Apartment D Hi Rise Home 
Farm _____ _ 

3. Who else lives in the same unit? L re?Om r11 a._,f--e-6 

Alone ff,= ell ow student/roommate Infants 
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4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 
home-mates have? n OfLe_ 

5. What pets live with you now (today)? / {af 
-X o-1 /0./1 ~ 

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). ffi5 W ~ '. · 
fb:x:j - j~CYZJ Sh,-e._ ClcaJSJ l1u.- J.Jreu -JJotnNillt .. /J , 

C/01/111;:1- _ I da,<r1f bl-!) V-lt'L/ Of/47 1 h/(°(c..a.,t{ lf ../G!Ull/LR_ 
O'lfr5r --/fJ11JUJh b/,( ,1ott~3, ?-epC,u 
D Scholarship funded D Parents ~ob Other ___ _ 

7. Just a little about your education II A /lo,, 
B.A. jam f:J/v{J /11 1rJftrflcJ,/7lHb---t' rnrJ 

school school D First year undergraduate 9(undergraduate 
education staff ____ _ 

8. What is/was your course of study? /41/t,r f)a/J<J//d JI/it Ir J 

9.,_J;low do you define your community?,-y1r11f- £.tt1~::l'k ; /, ~.fl. , m 1-7-e.tpu 1 111tearcr ,, Ml // '/. J w 1 

10. What community_ orgjmizations do you ~<;insider yourself ij,..fflember of? 
1/tf m~ - nv11 JC /4col tl UIJJ'/7 L 1 /:} P/J I tUa/'JVJ 
11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 

/Vo;l(c.. [M Ou) 
H!; A Jt11JnhA a,-1a ~.I)::_, UY/Ja17 

town pd'city City 

12. Please define a 9i~~t:'.:, o}Major Emergency in your own term~._/ au,n .. -1- Jh czt" 
V0tl..)/-C, - tJ /){'/Jt{,r ci-,r tr, 11/,//Jla,,-J C/"tafrv1 . QVt:-1(/f 

dt<Jiuph dtit (:; /,/-e_ tJnrJ //~~/,14/&J Ii {£))-oj fl~ K rJ.&J~/-t; 
13. What do you believe are the disasters or major eme. rgencies that could affect your life 

12 ,v~J~o;:,;;vi:g/emJmf at/a de (/' vVVl 
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14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 

f=tciuJ cJ0v1, ;JC yov'/: 

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 

/iJ fh,~ 1,1k11hmo.J1 bld I d-o /J;V-e. /k -e/JCU.Jh 
'/YI l/lz_t rJ//-er tvl-u1/--c I !t&/4 tvatfol noJ- Ja 
~-

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? 

lo/-;J CJ/ ~I 

I hlJtv-<!_ lltJ i71WI #1r fr) /A-w/ /17{! dtJJ?f 

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 
occur while you were here? 

I+ td-o-j- /tJ&ol Y~a ex':!) 
/fetJtr cauz/tY' I)- IJUCif /Y al/{! tf(_ 

li/;/J: if~7 7s p~~ou;;,;b;in/;;ho/44/Jhou y;z;;nZiJ ;/4' /lc]r 

fJrcJdt td.f- (;,u~_,1-_fOttrtµr 7 h?WM If 1/~ 1i.ucl ;/4,-- z flwc1 

1(,UI rlJ,i..,,I! 41/v-c/L /1DW• • 
19. What disaster or major e1irgency have you experienced?~-~~~ ,J .1,, 
(welt J1we &{)() a 1/Z?t'k::f ¥ wbd.1- Ji[i1h rail (b(f-7 7 ... ool 

:iOI o~or1'J.-:edf- ZclttyS) 'lctll ,t/111.J CCtJ/l h ) 
20. Please tel.I me how you dealt with that: l' .lt;. A~I 
I !nut. fo JfY~o..d. a»- rl7!J W!l1tl-?171'7} /" V()f_ . 

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you doJ1e? '7/Jn J p l 
!v'-e'XI-171JU- p <11Jtlld1 1 '11 t t1{)l1 1-v tfldtv f , 11 ewe. .u I V""O '1 

feco! fey ti /,Q~ . 
22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 

fire drtll r J/uok,r kt//.? 
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23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 
building) to be in? 

/IJof-JUr<e.. 
I wouf ct .#11n,k_ tdLtaJ~tJ wm:. btrau;e /'v,e, Ct1mf}ed u: /ttv 

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency? /1~ g l,v(J..O 
/ (,,JCJ,{J cm~ JD idle I Too/C.. Z0 ciJh /JJ11tttl--t:cJ 11/Je_ 

fr) delerm11u I hod ,0 ·50 h Jiu /u;Jp/&--f. 
25 . How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 

11Jt~cwe.Jo cw fr Jtt~ WJ~ wt#z Jiu. 
1?d 1rrd1111tt{r,uJ (),,1)-11 an amWa11a tZtr!r-e1c>/ 
26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 

/-leaf - a I~ ht'J"U. ft 1,1c.uv !M /r.au1J) 
,4-C. - I c/ al/ 

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C) 

µ 01} he_ a d a<j 
28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 

with no heat)? J}-a~ t,t, / P. l'Ytftl d 

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 
degree F/4 degree C)? / cat!d J;ft'/?d mtue /ll?U' at.h1ciCz., J'/2/( 

WU Id Jlttjt tu/ t1 /w41t:( 
3~~LR :OU we~~:;; :n %3c~mi~i; weather conditions? 

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 

I v1.eefL-



33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 

w~v-er: I C eu_r_ot t:Uj' a IJck 
34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your communiti wa7 ~n a 

gymnasium? lbfc(t!J. ~tzd. / 1/J'lt{jl/Zf tl lv///c.e__/ /j. 
J~ 1s ti! t/t.ir-, ,I-- se,1-j MCreJt6t0 t'tff7MJlt}(A,c:;,, 110}' 

1tolon5 v 
35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 

limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 
lJ(;I.U~ z. aO<Lp 
h£Bp1W ? 
36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 1 bte. tu$J /t tdJUtol be h!Jrd /-z'I remmd/llr?if-e ar,01 
/1ai,te fl/JCt,y--f_ i1.f4J y:JOl-t77/7M ~JffJ 
37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 

JA1e wa)ptJ/1--1/U/{J- tdtlrbl 6e jree,v/l}r w~bl lt{ye-
Cjo'-ti,/ b laflkt,,f:5 
38. For one month? L /Hi (} u/J hye (J{X V-f;1J ixUlc 
ff!ffav~a/4 ;,e,1~ li,ow Jo pJt;vla ;4r~ ctbrwk- t: off;,~ /:,a,1c_ 

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus PrC<.el! C(,JJ 
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? tf f~-e wtlJ tZr7 

cuf/:;r()Cfk, lb'Y.#f/,tb,)- ID /,1/tJ'k_ Jrzm /1{fl1.f, I 1cl f}qo 
ttr k1ry r,r b,f,1 c frOrkJ f<Y'Jttl!cn. 

Interviewer: 
Time ended ___ _ 
Last question completed __ 
Questions declined (#'s) __ 
Personal Observations: 
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“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 
20 
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 
preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time. 
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have 
some questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but 
rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject. 
Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 
question, and may stop the interview at any time. 
Do I have your permission to continue? 
 
Start Time:7:00pm 
 
1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 
1994 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 
2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 
night). 
Home - row house 
 
3. Who else lives in the same unit?  
My fiance  
 
4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 
home-mates have? 
None 
5. What pets live with you now (today)? 
None 
6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
Job 
7. Just a little about your education 
Undergraduate degree 
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8. What is/was your course of study? 
Global Health 
 
9. How do you define your community? 
City - very close quarters  
 
10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
None  
 
11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
Big City 
 
12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms. 
Any event (natural or not) that negatively impacts a community 
13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 
where you are living? 
Yes - I live in a very congested area that would make escape very difficult. 
 
14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
Myself and significant other 
 
15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
Planning escape plans or taking certain measures to keep myself out of danger  
 
16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? 
Fire escape ladder, generator 
 
17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 
occur while you were here? 
Depends on the disaster - fire would require proper fire hydrant which currently does not work 
on my street; flood - proper escape plan; power outage - food and water supplies that are non-
perishable  
 
18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
There no obvious need for the items at the moment - if anything, I would say going out and 
buying the items 
 
19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced?  
Flooding but it only lasted 24 hours  
 
20. Please tell me how you dealt with that: 
Stayed in, made the food that was in the fridge 
 
21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done? 
Not much - just making sure food is available  
 
22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
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CPR but nothing other than that 
 
23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 
building) to be in? 
Depends on the disaster - I would prefer to be a safe space immediately.  
 
24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency? 
I’ve never experienced one - I would say going to the emergency room or reaching out to a 
medical professional 
 
25. How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 
You? 
I would like to think I would go out of my way to ensure help comes to them and they are safe. I 
would respond by calling 911. 
 
26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
Depends on the season - in winter, I would be able to handle maybe 24 hours without heat. 
Summer I would be able to survive without. 
 
27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C) 
Depends on what clothing I have - if I’m not prepared for the cold weather, I would say maybe 3 
hours. 
 
28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 
with no heat)? 
I would build a fire, try to find some kind of shelter to shield me from the elements, and bundle 
up as much as I can. 
 
29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 
degree F/4 degree C)? 
I would probably do the same in case of a temperature shift.  
 
30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions? 
I ask my Alexa, check my phone or laptop 
 
31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
Probably a few days - not very long 
 
32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
Honestly, I would have a very difficult time with this, but I could survive maybe a week.  
 
33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
Honestly, I grew up in the woods so I wouldn’t be too upset about pooping in the woods 
 
34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
Gymnasium? 
Depends on why I would need medicine - I would be okay going without if it was minor like 
motrin, but for a more serious condition, I would prefer to have medicine as quickly as possible 
(no more than 4 hours). 



 
35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 
If possible, I would go to the doctor first to have them treat my injury. Otherwise, I would do 
whatever I could to keep the wound clean and dry with the supplies on hand. I would watch for 
signs of sepsis and seek medical attention if available. 
 
36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
I would have trouble knowing what was going on in the world - example: weather, status of a 
disaster, etc. I’d try to use my car radio to check on the news.  
 
37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 
one week? 
I would get a ton of water and non-perishable food items by going to a local store if available. I 
would reach out to local food pantries or kitchens to see if I am able to receive food from them. 
Overall, it would be difficult as I know I would need supplies for this time but there are millions of 
people in Philly that would also need supplies which would likely make it very difficult to 
continue comfortably. 
 
38. For one month? 
Similar to the above but worse. I can imagine mobs and riots happening if there is no food 
coming in.  
 
39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus 
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? 
I would work from home if possible, have groceries delivered to my home and cleaned, wear a 
face mask. 
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
Interviewer: 
Time ended 7:26pm 
Last question completed yes 
Questions declined (#’s) 0  
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“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any
preparation you have made?”

(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find
information about this in the future.”

(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the
last month?

(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.

(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.

Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any
question, and may stop the interview at any time.

Do I have your permission to continue?

Start Time:
1. What is our birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.)

(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify
or clarify that response.)

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at
night).

D Dormit9.y DApartment D Hi Rise GRow Home OTwin OSingle
Li Farm ZOther H Oiv&’Z

3. Who else lives in the same unit? 1&)/çI( ,4,qP j4’))

Li Alone LiFellow student/roommate DPartner DFamily CIIdren Li Infants
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4. What medical or special Qeeds for communication, care, or movement do any of these
home-mates have?_________________

5. What pets live with you now (today)? ‘2- CFIn /
I i’fØj/ f

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy).

/ P,7-y (Si-c

o Scholarship funded 0 Parents GLoans DJob Other

7, Just a little about your education

Mch’- s’&’6°’- 4tJ) Suwi& óOLLC1OI1J

school DTrade school U First year undergraduate Dundergraduate Ograduate
Ucontinuing education Ufaculty Dother staff DOther_______________

8. What is/was your course of study? I$t.’ (Jf%Ct144tMr

9. How do you define your community? OI’

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of?

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area.

OK- APCia- @6

DFarm DCountry OSmall town DCity,.-dBig City
DWilderness DFrontier DRural uburban DUrban

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms. fr’Ik}Ji’P__ ,()3jc Tét-u4tC,
ç j2j M< L,qz-s i-*66 Af1th r

13. What do ydu believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life
where you are living? $44JIjjc_ jEt ug4E6- oTZ fl2c
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14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events?
(Ltwj44,i o (? 9w56

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events?

/ tJ2flt4) N*Vt fl Si?”—

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these)
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? ,4r 7iciia’ c77 /u’&
t1o7-lthtk

1]. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would
occur while you were here?
j1q A,4.ty

18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified?

/ &tEP f3c &t,4 fl&CPSgI’J

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced?

20. Please tell me how you dealt with that:

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done?

22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had?

$r T* 7MG /“I’/ )4it.jc /5 ,vTiifin-.
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23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or
building) to be in? /1t4 Mo1 5N21. /-7@t/fA-tT pc S
7W”

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency? / frI)Vtfr11
f?ii3a yptxcc1t oA jE

25. How would you act! what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of
you? / LJift’tL-V vsgs 1tA7 5ape tI.,bzcc 7.
PT Jt1 1/-Ic/L(kf of /wbw,bu-n-c_-Ac”h MK &ui5’flb’JS 1rc,,’
fl’4

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning?

J1°’— Ju/?&.

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F! 0 degree C)

I Pti--’-/ C -i.e ,cor ,w%ert.

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building
with no heat)? / (JEI’tL TV t-ik$- R12_ lAil4-’-f S

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40
degree F/4 degree C)? / £J1kCp 57t(_c L-iYc2- u ,Q,czjj—

L

30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions?

1 cz54L eM £4 Q Iflt K”J

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water?

)3,pr A—

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body?

par 6ur j u,&ir7Th s+y F1J



33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool?
1 çrn--cr 7b 5M 4FrtJ )rn-y.

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a
gymnasium? ( (,J/nAT ‘t ft 4’.’ YS

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? I etTTS.4tTt4rti4Lb
y)ti1 -t ,tq M f4rGtS..

36. What do you feel would happen to you without celiphone, telephone, TV, or internet?
/&‘vsi bJlcL- at’&a. ‘ao6.4øty E3>& i-’v f oThmn-fz.wfl-c-.

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for
one week? 17 /5 J77ct 3wt4fl4I.

38. For one month? 74 52 f /4 (W.VNTNS 7Dse

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? i119 JV

A-JPLb /cI-tUi MvtwMtY y1Gt-r. S7) cwimii1b
I H te ,QP-C4 &Lt’,s4- )VtlS1t..

Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with?

This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic.

Interviewer:
Timeended Cj914
Last question completed______
Questions declined (#‘s)________
Personal Observations:





“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any
preparation you have made?”

(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find
information about this in the future.”

(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the
last month?

(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.

(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.

Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any
question, and may stop the interview at any time.

Do I have your permission to continue?

StartTime: q U.
1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.)

19 S

(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify
or clarify that response.)

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at
night).

o Dormitory DApartment 0 Hi Rise GRow Home DTwin Single
o Farm DOther_______________

3. Who else lives in the same unit?

_________________________

0 Alone DFellow student/roommate Partner ,FamiIy DChildren 0 Infants



4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these
home-mates have?___________________

5. What pets live with you now (today)? No F’(IS

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy).

AT Remu-.s c MA4) ,JcAcL e,y

C Scholarship funded C Parents GLoans iob Other

7. Just a little about your education

CHigh school DTrade school C First year undergraduate Cundergraduate graduate
Dcontinuing education Ofaculty Dother staff DOther_______________

8, Whatis/wasyourcourseofstudy? 1iCei-1 It Ar- frSA (cPGQA7icr.Js)

9. How do you define your community? p CEFO,L P,scc. c pc

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? y IA

11, What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area.

DFarm DCountry 05mM) town DCity Big City
DWilderness DFrontier DRural DSuburban DUrban

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms.
ePRiI.uALEc wrln TjoJ

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life
where you are living?



14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events?

iQ FICHyrgS

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events?

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these)
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation?

ti

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would
occur while you were here?

18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified?

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? (N6’)_____________

20. Please tell me how you dealt with that:

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done?

22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had?

P,s,ssrcR MiiiAc G/t’z&j T

FIRE Jk&



23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or
building) to be in?

l HouQL

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency?

NOt’C

25. How would you act! what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of
you?

911

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning?

Ecu

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F! 0 degree C)

ESU) P-lv)R

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building
with no heat)?

Cvt &JEAJ’ Ta fJEI6Hi2-ouK, AJC,

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40
degree F/4 degree C)?

L’T Ai3QTEb As

30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions?

.PiPp

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water?

A

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body?



33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool?

4O

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a
gymnasium?

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available?

36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet?

)3C r4APPy
;4_)

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for
one week?

eD3sre

38. For one month?

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live?

No&e

Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with?

This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic.

lnterviewert4t9
Time ended
Last question completed_____
Questions declined (#‘s) 3
Personal Observations:





“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at
Thomas iefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any
preparation you have made?”

(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find
information about this in the future.”

(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the
last month?

(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.

(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.

Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any
question, and may stop the interview at any time.

Do I have your permission to continue?

C. StartTime:
1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.)

1972-

(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify
or clarify that response.)

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at
night).

o Dormitory OApartment 0 Hi Rise GRow Rome OTwin $Single
0 Farm OOther_______________

3. Who else lives in the same unit? cc-J cLxUrs_

0 Alone OFellow student/roommate DPartner ‘tFamily GChildren 0 Infants



4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these
home-mates have?___________________

5. What pets live with you now (today)? V4O

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy).

LI Scholarship funded C Parents GLoans ‘1b Other

7. Just a little about your education

DHigh school DTrade school C First year undergraduate ndergraduate Ograduate
Dcontinuing education Dfaculty Dother staff DOther_______________

8. What is/was your course of study? P4 (LA iGJ

9. How do you define your community?

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of?

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area.

DFarm DCountry DSmaIl town ity Daig City
CWilderness DFrontier DRural DSuburban DUrban

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms.
,Jtjc c&sJ1j c-tJ I

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life
where you are living?



14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events?

/1/fl

15. What have you done to make yourself fee) safe against these events?

sr-’- tr

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these)
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation?

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would
occur while you were here?

18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified?

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? (None)_____________

20. Please tell me how you dealt with that:

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done?

22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had?
2t 4* kJScL



23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or
building) to be in?

45 (4)V%J ‘Q-S

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency?

25. How would you act! what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of
you? (7 Al

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning?

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree Fl 0 degree C)

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building
with no heat)?

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40
degree F/4 degree C)?

30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions?

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water?

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body?

A



33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool?

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a
gymnasium? (,

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available?

36. What do you feel would hpppen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet?
k5-k- *.t A){LL ç&vvWL

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for
one week?

38. For one month?

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live?

Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with?

This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic.

lnterviewer:Zt/7k?Y7
Time ended ‘9-2()
Last question completed,’_3
Questions declined (#‘s) /O
Personal Observations:





“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any
preparation you have made?”

(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find
information about this in the future.”

(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the
last month?

(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.

(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.

Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any
question, and may stop the interview at any time.

Do I have your permission to continue?

Start Time:
frf\ ‘5 ‘- 1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.)
•1

____

(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify
or clarify that response.)

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at
night).

D Dormitory DApartment D Hi Rise Row Home DTwin DSingle
o Farm DOther_______________

3. Who else lives in the same unit?

____________________________

D Alone DFellow student/roommate DPartner Family Children lnfants



4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these
home-mates have?___________________

5. What pets live with you now (today)?__________________

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy).

cbLY g9mas1co-rco

D Scholarship funded LI Parents GLoans Diob Other

7. Just a little about your education

DHigh school DTrade school C First year undergraduate undergraduate Dgraduate
Dcontinuing education Dfaculty Dother staff DOther_________________

8. What is/was your course of study?___________________

9. How do you define your community?

o fec etc 2,,MLfrIL ITE/LY’

10. What com4(i%f organizations do you consider yourself a member of?

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area.

DFarm DCountry DSmaIl town City DBig City
DWilderness Drrontier DRural Dsuburban Durban

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms.

ofl—y uI’C cIPE

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life
where you are living?

FLoc P/ e-aR51 roE1

MIEP1 (_P’t—



14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events?

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events?

112JN’ M’(cCLF, I7ut ur E ee-

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these)
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation?

.4Wp TO po1jT Ya-r ‘ftcLr4rL4er<

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would
occur while you were here?

18. What) if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified?

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? (None) 1’O N E

20. Please tell me how you dealt with that:

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done?

22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had?



23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or
building) to be in?

p Loq p/ rxrr9-lve

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency?

25. How would you act! what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of
you2

frrnP1 ,c.*a _qcr

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning?

cai c1Tht<
27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth

if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F! 0 degree C)

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building
with no heat)?

t1ü W-cpr

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40
degree F/4 degree C)? 3

30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions?

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water?

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body?



33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool?

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a
gymnasium?

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available?

36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet?

-\&Thi(’4 (

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for
one week?

38. For one month? ç LOr’E P b ks-c 9tQ4c(V’-CL fD€ kk1cM—

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live?

tMOctQJ Vt ôtS\

Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with?

This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic.

lnterviewert/*0” t..
Time ended
Last question completed ‘
Questions declined (U’s) /o
Personal Observations:





“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any
preparation you have made?”

(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find
information about this in the future.”

(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the
last month?

(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.

(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. have some
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.

Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any
question, and may stop the interview at any time.

Do I have your permission to continue?

StartTime:
JV I .) 1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.)

igci

(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify
or clarify that response.)

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at
night).

o Dormitory OApartment C Hi Rise CRow Home DTwin IingIe
o Farm DOther_______________

3. Who else lives in the same unit? ‘ ?Cu /

C Alone DFellow student/roommate DPartner dFamily Children 0 Infants



4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these
home-mates have?___________________

S. What pets live with you now (today)? IVô A],

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy).

G Scholarship funded D Parents GLoans Diob Other

7. Just a little about your education

DHigh school Dlrade school C First year undergraduate Cundergraduate raduate
Dcontinuing education Dfaculty Dother staff Gather_______________

8. What is/was your course of study?

9. How do you define your community?

10, What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? N (AJ

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area.

DFarm CCountry DSmall town ‘City OBig City
DWilderness DFrontier DRural DSuburban Glirban

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms.

CfrQ..TR p

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life
where you are living?



I

14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events?

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events?

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these)
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation?

LT, FCO1,
I

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would
occur while you were here?

UI ‘ti-i FAM lt’/ Mn, ‘9 eç Att &T tMEt4-nvCV
Vt?4-/

18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified?

¶MP(CViGE7)
19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? (None) ?\5&k

20. Please tell me how you dealt with that:

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done?

22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had?



23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or
building) to be in?

2 }-ttz k$

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency?

Cu771 C2kLM

25. How would you act! what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of
you?

]ECAT 7’flE7V) Ic ‘yOZ4 *(A-(’e 3EFI’J 7)ZA2A-’fl)

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning?

A c t-oac #5 MCC9pz2

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C)

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building
with no heat)?

(CeP /4cVu,u tc’e) C i-QCu4,47E

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40
degree F/4 degree C)?

.tntt ?rT e77
30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions?

117ZAJ5/

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water?

iZ4

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body?



33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool?

79 4-(rni4
34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a

gymnasium?

--it
35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your

limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available?

W flI CL&A1j \A A¾? kee -//

36. What do you feel would happen to you without celiphone, telephone, TV, or internet?

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for
one week?

38. For one month?

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live?

tE& F &-ethv kNv P 1 ‘7W c$91 Thy 7?’
AVIp CotJl74ct YNFECThQ PAztwr

Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with?

This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic.

Interviewer: C/1n -
Timeended 93?
Last question completed______
Questions declined (#‘s) 7
Personal Observations:





“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any
preparation you have made?”

(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find
information about this in the future.”

(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the
last month?

(Yes) OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.

(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.

Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any
question, and may stop the interview at any time.

Do I have your permission to continue?

Start Time:
t ‘3? 1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.)

(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify
or clarify that response.)

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at
night).

D Dormitory DApartment C Hi Rise GRow Home GTwin Single
C Farm COther_______________

3. Who else lives in the same unit? ‘ — -

C Alone DFellow student/roommate DPartner jamily JChildren glnfants



4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these
home-mates have? ,MA

5. What pets live with you now (today)? /Vô,)

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy).

JItf.. NcrnM

El Scholarship funded D Parents GLoans gJ0b Other

7. Just a little about your education
RA Jj4 “‘tss . IT pq.t—

EJHigh school OTrade school C First year undergraduate Dundergraduate raduate
Dcontinuing education Ofaculty Gather staff DOther_______________

8. What is/was your course of study?

9. How do you define your community?

Ptopt,_ crk i.j,j -Q I;v. ki- pL c%,j J rt;k4ç
10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of?

(“PS

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area.

tQA jqy (M1ft

OFarm DCountry DSmaIl town dCity DBig City
CWilderness DFrontier DRural Dsuburban DUrban

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms.

Aj o er\kn 9*O( o Tr,,’J

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life
where you are living?



14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events?

Mt selF S-eflc over * k4 f g cJ
Bask, J€14

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events?

j fo 4c71 n St C’np\ %%-4
r it,s

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these)
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation?

Go0d —

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would
occur while you were here?

18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified?

Alp’

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? (None)_____________

20. Please tell me how you dealt with that:

“If’
21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done?

Pt.?’

22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had?

ERr ‘arv, ha ck 4



23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or
building) to be in?

JOdd
- It jj •½ -

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency?

bo qs I

25. How would you act! what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of
you?

Gil) 511 fpI, Pr;n,nr 4/J kn

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning?

,‘JC1 C00f
27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth

if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C)

ot

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building
with no heat)?

-“j s-JF t1i Ste&qL# ôy’
k.ea4 Cot-I

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40
degree F/4 degree C)?

30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions?

f’IQtJ5,

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water?

tcJcj

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body?

ç



33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool?

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a
gymnasium?

It 5

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available?

Q--- q &Cbktkt tr..,L +•c,

36. What do you feel would happen to you without celiphone, telephone, TV, or internet?

Iws+ \k c4 cL
37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for

one week?

-i \t-.
38. For one month?

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live?

Mq k Wq p4 oucL u ceci oq
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could Weip you with? vç 4c LlL/

This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic.

Interviewer:
Time ended
bst question completed
Questions declined (#‘s)________
Personal Observations:





“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any
preparation you have made?”

(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find
information about this in the future.”

(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the
last month?

(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.

(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.

Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any
question, and may stop the interview at anytime.

Do I have your permission to continue?

StartTime: ciic2...1
1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.)

(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify
or clarify that response.)

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at
night).

D Dormitory partment LI Hi Rise GRow Home GTwin Gsingle
LI Farm GOther________________

3. Who else lives in the same unit?

__________________________

Alone OFellow student/roommate GPartner OFamily CChildren LI Infants



4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these
home-mates have?___________________

5. What pets live with you now (today)? A//”,4

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy).

@)Vy ‘Ct —kite Stove cvi v’eekevtd

El Scholarship funded El Parents GLoans DJob Other

7. Just a little about your education

DHigh school Dlrade school C First year undergraduate Cundergraduate raduate
Elcontinuing education Dfaculty Dother staff DOther_______________

8. What is/was your course of study? C-hc.ws5rrJ

9. How do you define your community?

Pec p te ,L evtoen-f-aK
10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of?

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area.

DFarm DCountry DSmall town tity DBig City
DWilderness OFrontier DRuraI DSuburban DUrban

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms.

or -Fl4rea1 f-&4 49+c’p9 norwwcl
13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life
where you are living?

C- Trpor-iwiicw rcpftt



14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events?

A s1nr.e czfr knyt(4CYtd I0d yen&vnctI aJ
çjL4-€y

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events?

çu / cscfrh e+C

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these)
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation?

5avt i+C’

(-

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would
occur while you were here?

C€J6 1€ ‘vcy
tD cvo4d (a&e

18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified?

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? (None) )tr(

20. Please tell me how you dealt with that:

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done?

22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had?



23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or
building) to be in? A/ct- C.I&rs/ 1t4

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency?

&o -1- vtewi.

25. How would you act! what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of
you? o ci4ttthj (‘r c&cadefrd v IJIo/eF2CQ

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? t

flatly otpct&Lc c cfr&dtcn,cqtcL wk’<± T

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree Fl 0 degree C)

CL VotkA%

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building
with no heat)? vo-p vno%i

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40
degree F/4 degree C)? gja+kcc41 /ecS

30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions?

C-eli pkn&e —ep
31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water?

ci- co.4-pLt c4’&.

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body?

oft



33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool?

Ve-pC’JJ5 c &t&’t.c’ Lol.ay tu CL4AC_ an

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a
gymnasium? A

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available?
T7 -f La t1,yoZVd4CI c[ea-vt..

36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet?
14c a&+ ct 4Lt- (ocp 14t’tt CCLI(d los- 01<

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for
one week? oc.

38. For one month?
Ccii74y .t0tJ toitatpWL.

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live?

Wk titAç
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with?

This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic.

lnterviewer:t//Vfl
Time ended ‘-‘c,
Last question completed Y1
Questions declined (#‘s) ‘‘
Personal Observations:





“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any
preparation you have made?”

(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find
information about this in the future.”

(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the
last month?

(Yes) OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.

(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.

Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any
question, and may stop the interview at any time.

Do I have your permission to continue?

Start Time: tlOcw
1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.)

(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify
or clarify that response.)

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at
night).

D Dormitory DApartment C Hi Rise GRow Home OTwin OSingle
Farm COther______________

3. Who else lives in the same unit? ii çe_
C Alone DFellow student/roommate $Partner OFamily DChildren C Infants



4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these
home-mates have?___________________

5. What pets live with you now (today)? x;i c
1

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy).

D Scholarship funded C Parents CLoans “miob Other

7. Just a little about your education

CHigh school DTrade school C First year undergraduate Cundergraduate %graduate
Ccontinuing education Dfaculty Cother staff DOther_________________

8. What is/was your course of study? L\ L6\ F r

9. How do you define your community?

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of?

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area.

DFarm DCountry CSmall town Dcity DBig City
DWilderness DFrontier Wural Dsuburban OUrban

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms.

Lzj t\ F
13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life
where you are living?

H’



23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or
building) to be in?

ki

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency?

£ Lccic c E

25. How would you act! what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of
you?

H £

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning?

13

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F! 0 degree C)

protec +v ttui t&QJ LL b

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building
with no heat)?

CL’ttv\ kQ- ha

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40
degree F/4 degree C)?

30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions?

£(ject1er Sfchoi k)jtp e

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water?

Uie c_

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body?



14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events?

Let
15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events?

ycQCh vecLtSot poQ

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these)
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation?

V( I

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would
occur while you were here?

t

18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified?

VIA C

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? (None) Fvc

20. Please tell me how you dealt with that:

E JcAc&&Q\A
21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done?

L€scv (4rac bIgc ep.
22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had?

Fcitnt



33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool?

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a
gymnasium?

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available?

36. What do you feel would happen to you without celiphone, telephone, TV, or Internet?

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for
one week?

\c

38. For one month?

o

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live?

Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with?

This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic.

Interviewer:
Time ended__________
Last question completed______
Questions declined (#‘s) ‘,
Personal Observations:





“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any
preparation you have made?”

(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find
information about this in the future.”

(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the
last month?

(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.

(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.

Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any
question, and may stop the interview at anytime.

Do I have your permission to continue?

Start Time:

.55 1. Watiypur birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.)

(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify
or clarify that response.)

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at
night).

D Dormitory DApartment Li Hi Rise GRow Home GTwin 1Single
Li Farm DOther_______________

3. Who else lives in the same unit?

_________________________

Li Alone OFellow student/roommate DPartner Family DChildren Li Infants



4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these
home-mates have? (VC2J(

5. What pets live with you now (today)?__________________

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy).

D Scholarship funded D Parents GLoans Job Other

7. Just a little about your education

DHigh school DTrade school El First year undergraduate Iundergraduate Dgraduate
Ocontinuing education Dfaculty Dother staff DOther_________________

8. What is/was your course of study?___________________

9. How do you define your community?

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of?

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area.

s/L,co,V 1/LLV

DEarm DCountry DSmalI town City OBig City
DWilderness DFrontier DRural DSuburban DUrban

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms.
1jHc(

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life
where you are living? cc1’4Ic’C / c4c tc—$/( /



14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events?

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events?

,&T- ,4t’tCH

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these)
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation?

RoiJ7c1,kreft

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would
occur while you were here? T7r&r iç

18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified?

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? (None) 6cTh’QL4Z

20. Please tell me how you dealt with that:
& - 77-’- /-u’Ls

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done?

pOD I cvPr&C
22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had?



23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or
building) to be in?

3-Li 1ggc

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency?

25. How would you act! what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of
you?

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning?

YDnY
2]. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth

if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree rio degree C)

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing coldiin a building
with no heat)?

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40
degree F/4 degree C)?

30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions?

cE-Cc r/fa4e

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water?

L-3 D$y?

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body?



33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool?

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a
gymnasium?

“C

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available?

‘re&ti i -

36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet?
L/7E& L&€5 o,-i

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for
one week? 4oTé(4

38. For one month? TH(d ic—

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live?

%74Y

Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with?

This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our stud9

lnterviewer:/
Timeended ‘3:73’
Last question completed_____
Questions declined (#‘s) ‘t
Personal Observations:





“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any
preparation you have made?”

(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find
information about this in the future.”

(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the
last month?

(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.

(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.

Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any
question, and may stop the interview at any time.

Do I have your permission to continue?

Start Time:
1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.)

i ci cf

(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify
or clarify that response.)

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at
night).

D Dormitory DApartment C Hi Rise GRow Home OTwin l4ingle
C Farm GOther_______________

3. Who else lives in the same unit? 4-SYr

C Alone OFellow student/roommate DPartner amily DChildren C Infants



4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these
home-mates have? )IE)UL.

5. What pets live with you now (today)? \\.CJ——

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy).

uou4c

D Scholarship funded D Parents GLoans iob Other

7. Just a little about your education

CHigh school <frade school C First year undergraduate Dundergraduate raduate
Ocontinuing education Dfaculty Dother staff DOther_______________

8. What s/was your course of 5tudy?

9. How do you define your community? \CkLc;yJLib& Li o cs
i

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of?

çô f\ aSJJI4

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area.

Dfarm DCountry DSmalI town DCity ig City
DWilderness DFrontier DRural DSuburban DUrban

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms.

cvt\ (44 ror
13. What do yoLelieve are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life
where you are living?



14.Whodoyoubelieveisresponsibletoprovideforyoursurvivalintheseevents?

15.Whathaveyoudonetomakeyourselffeelsafeagainsttheseevent?

\Ct

o9p
16.Whathaveyousavedorsetasidetomakeyoursurvivalmorelikelyifthis(these)
disastersweretooccurwhileyouwereinthislivingsituation?

17.Whatdoyoubelieveyouwouldneedtoprevail(besuccessful)iftheseeventswould
occurwhileyouwerehere?

(hi)K/ec
*oi 18.What,ifanything,haspreventedyoufromobtainingthoseitemsyouhaveidentified?

19.Whatdisasterormajoremergencyhaveyouexperienced?(None)I’LekQ-

20.Pleasetellmehowyoudealtwiththat:

21.Howdidthatchangeyourpreparednessfordisaster?Whathaveyoudone?

22.What,ifany,trainingindisasteromergencypreparedness,responsehaveyouhad?



23.Howlongdoyouthinkyouwouldbecomfortablewithoutasafespace(roomor
building)tobein?

24.Whatactionshaveyoutakenwhenconfrontedwithamedicalemergency?

LD--—7tj

25.Howwouldyouact!whatwouldyoudoifastrangerwasseripuslyinjuredinfrontof
you?ru)2fjVJQPVOUiL+LbL UJ

26.HowlongyouthinkyoucQuldbecomfortablewithoutheatorairconditioning?

c
27.Howlongdoyouthinkyourbodycouldfunctioninthecoldwithoutasourceofwarmth

iftheoutsidewasatfreezingtemperature?(32degreeFl0degreeC)

3
28.Whatwouldyoudotosurviveinthatcase(outsideinthefreezingcolunabuilding

withnoheat)?
QtY

29.Howwouldthatchangeifthetemperaturewasonlyatrefrigeratortemperature(40
degreeF/4degreeC)?

30.Howdoyougetyourinformationontheupcomingmajorweatfterconditions?

flLStV

31.Howlongdoyoufeelyoucouldlivewithoutadrinkofwater?

7c

32.Howlongdoyoufeelyoucouldlivewithoutcleaningyourhandsorbody?

iLOLt-S



33.Howlongdoyufeelyoucouldlivewithoutbathroomfacilitiesforstool?

(Q

34.HowlongdoyoufeelyoucouJNdlivewithoutmedicineifallofyourcommunitywasina
gymnasium?

fts
35.Whatwouldyoudoifyouhadacutthatgotinfected,withpus,redstreaksuyour

limb,throbbing,andfever?Iftherewasnomedicineavailable?

36.Whatdoyoufeelwouldhappentoyouwithoutcellphone,telephone,TV,orinternet?

noçruhm,OO(((bit1

37.Whatdoyoufeelwouldhappenyouiftherewerenoelectricity,andnotravelaway,for
oneweek?.-

ftc

38.Foronemonth?ftI’Qlhf
39.WhathaveyouconsidereddoingtoprotectyourselffromCOVID-19(theCoronaVirus

fromWuhan)iftherewasanoutbreakaroundwhereyoulive?

Wo&sR
Thankyousomuchforhelpingme.DoyouhaveanyquestionsIcouldhelpyouwith?

Thisisalistofsomeresourcesyoumightliketocheckaboutourstudytopic.

lnterviewer1/7’1te

Timeended-I Lastquestioncompleted‘31
Questionsdeclined(U’s)c
PersonalObservations:





“Pardon me. I am Faisal Alasmari, from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate 
program at Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give 
me not more than 15 minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of 
disaster and any preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? NO 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this information 
will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our program. Do I 
have your permission to continue? No. I am fine.  

 

 

 

What is your birth year? __1984________  

Please tell me a little about where are you living at this 
time.____________________________  

o Dormitory  

oApartment 

 oRow Home  

oTwin  

oSingle  

o Farm  

Who else lives in the same unit? ________________________  

o Alone 



 oFellow student/roommate 

 oPartner 

 oFamily  

Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy).  

o Scholarship funded 

 o Parents 

 oLoans  

 oJob 

 Just a little about your education  

oHigh school  

oTrade school  

o First year undergraduate 

 o undergraduate  

o graduate  

o continuing education  

o faculty  

o other staff  

o Other______________  

What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of?  

Governmental  

What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area.  

O Farm 

 O Country 



 O Small town 

 O City 

oBig City   

o Wilderness  

o Frontier 

 o Rural 

 o Suburban 

 o Urban  

What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 
where you are living?  

While I am living in the middle east, the war would be my selection.   

Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events?  

Armed Forces  

What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these  

events?  

Nothing to be honest  

What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) disasters 
were to occur while you were in this living situation?  

Nothing to be honest  

What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would occur 
while you were here?  

Guns  

What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified?  

Laws in my country  

What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had?  



Since I’m medical, I had Disaster Medicine course  

How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or building) 
to be in?  

1 day  

What would you do if you or another person had a wound that was gushing blood?  

I’ll try to stop the bleeding. ( control bleeding) 

How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning?  

Since I’m living in hot country, I think it will be less than 1 hour  

How long do you think you could survive without heat if the outside was at freezing 
temperature?  

Couple of hours ( 1or 2) 

What would you do in that case?  

Put on some heavy cloths  

How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (56 degree 
F, 13,33 Celsius )?  

Nothing much  

How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water?  

Couple of days ( 1or 2) 

How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body?  

1 day  

How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool?  

1 day  

How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium?  

I’m diabetic patient, so not for long time. 



What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your limb, 
throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available?  

I’ll try to clean the wound use some ice packs for fever  

What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet?  

It will be boring, but I’ll survive  

What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for one 
week?  

It will be uncomfortable since we need power for A/C  

For one month?  

I’ll suffer a lot  

Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with?  

Thank you. 

 



“Pardon me. I am Faisal Alasmari, from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate 
program at Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give 
me not more than 15 minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of 
disaster and any preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? NO 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this information 
will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our program. Do I 
have your permission to continue? No. I am fine.  

 

 

What is your birth year? 1991  

Please tell me a little about where are you living at this 
time.______A_p_a_rt_m_e_n_t_______________  

o Dormitory  

oApartment  

oRow Home  

oTwin  

oSingle  

o Farm  

Who else lives in the same unit? Family  

o Alone  



oFellow student/roommate 

 oPartner  

oFamily  

Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy).  

o Scholarship funded  

o Parents 

 oLoans  

oJob  

Just a little about your education  

oHigh school  

oTrade school  

o First year undergraduate  

oundergraduate 

 ograduate  

ocontinuing education  

ofaculty  

oother staff 

 oOther______________ 
 

What community organizations do you consider yourself a  

member of?  

# Medical community  



What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the 
area.  

# A city of culture, opportunity, and creativity, Riyadh  

oFarm  

oCountry  

oSmall town  

oCity  

oBig City  

oWilderness  

oFrontier  

oRural  

oSuburban  

oUrban  

What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect 
your life where you are living?  

# Nothing specific, heat waves, maybe. 

Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events?  

# Every one should have a disaster plan, communities, govermental sector, private sector  

What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these  

events?  

# Nothing  

What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this 
(these) disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation?  



# no idea  

What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events 
would occur while you were here?  

# Training  

What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have 
identified?  

# in this case I have to improvise  

What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have 
you had?  

# it would make my response for that event more organized and proper  

How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room 
or building) to be in?  

# a week  

What would you do if you or another person had a wound that was gushing 
blood?  

# Stop the bleeding by direct pressure  

How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air 
conditioning?  

# no idea  

How long do you think you could survive without heat if the outside was at 
freezing temperature?  

# no idea  

What would you do in that case?  

# no idea  

How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator 
temperature (56 degree F, 13,33 Celsius )?  



# I aint make extra food for freezing  

How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water?  

# no idea, probably 2-3 days if I was hydrated  

How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body?  

# a day  

How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool?  

# A year  

How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community 
was in a gymnasium?  

# Depend  

What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up 
your limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available?  

# Using some herb anti- boiotics  

What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or 
internet?  

# Changing in lifestyle  

What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel 
away, for one week?  

# Changing in lifestyle,  

For one month?  

# I will sleep early and well, wake up before sunrise  

Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help 
you with?  

# No, thank you  



 



“Pardon me. I am Faisal Alasmari, from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate 
program at Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give 
me not more than 15 minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of 
disaster and any preparation you have made?” 
 (No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? NO 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this information 
will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our program. Do I 
have your permission to continue? No. I am fine.  
 
What is your birth year? __1980________ 
 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later recall. 
They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify or clarify 
that response.) 
 
Please tell me a little about where are you living at this 
time.____Twin________________________ 
 
o Dormitory             oApartment          oRow Home            oTwin          oSingle            o Farm    
 
Who else lives in the same unit? ______3 adults-Family__________________ 
 
o Alone            oFellow student/roommate        oPartner       oFamily   
 
Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
Food – Loan and job 
Clothing- Loan and job 
 
 Energy- Loan and job 
 
 
o Scholarship funded     o Parents        oLoans        oJob    
 
  -Loans and Job  
 
 



 
Just a little about your education 
 
oHigh school  oTrade school  o First year undergraduate   oundergraduate  ograduate  
ocontinuing education  ofaculty  oother staff oOther______________ 
 

- Graduate 
 

What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
Medical Reserves Corps-MRC 
National Association of Hispanic Nurses-NAHN 
American Nurses Association-ANA 
 
 
What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
City- Northeast Phila 
 
 
oFarm  oCountry  oSmall town   oCity   oBig City 
oWilderness   oFrontier   oRural    oSuburban    oUrban 
 
 
 
What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 
where you are living? 
 
-Snow emergencies 
 
 
 
Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
 
-Myself for the first 7 days, then my local, state and federal government.  
  
 
What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
 
-Preparing by stocking non perishable food items and an emergency kit with flashlight, radio, 
batteries..etc.    
 
 
What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) disasters 
were to occur while you were in this living situation? 
 
-As stated above 
 



 
 
What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would occur 
while you were here? 
 
Same as above 
 
 
What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
 
-Making the time to obtain the items needed.  
 
 
What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
 
-Medical Response  
 
 
How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or building) 
to be in? 
 
-Three days 
 
 
What would you do if you or another person had a wound that was gushing blood? 
 
-Stop the bleed, Tourniquet if appropriate 
 
 
How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
 
-No heat, one hour, lol. I really hate being cold! 
 
How long do you think you could survive without heat if the outside was at freezing 
temperature? 
 
-As stated above 
 
What would you do in that case? 
 
-I would wear multiple layers to keep warm, and possibly build a camp fire.  
 
 
 
How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (56 degree 
F, 13,33 Celsius )? 



 
 
Nothing 
 
 
How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
 
-Three days. 
 
 
How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
 
-I would utilize bath wipes for 2 days max.  
  
 
How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
 
-Yikes..not certain. 
 
 
How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 
 
-Due to unsanitary conditions, I feel 3 days max, as disease would spread. 
 
 
What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your limb, 
throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 
 
-I would clean and mark the area keeping an eye for redness outside the boarders. Seek medical 
attention ASAP.   
 
What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
 
-Anxiety for sure due to my cell phone dependence.   
 
 
What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for one 
week? 
 
-I would suffer from stress, anxiety and social isolation without the ability to connect with family 
and friends.  
 
For month? 
 
More of what I mentioned before. 



 
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
Thank you.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me not more 
than 15 minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and 
any preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
program. Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 
__1988________ 
 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 
Please tell me a little about where you sleep at this time.____________________________ 
 
o Dormitory             oApartment          oRow Home            oüTwin          oSingle            o 
Farm    
 
Who else lives in the same unit? ________________________ 
 
o üAlone            oFellow student/roommate        oPartner       oFamily   
 
Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
 
o üScholarship funded     o Parents        oLoans        oJob       
 
Just a little about your education 
 
oHigh school  oTrade school  o First year undergraduate   oundergraduate  oügraduate  
ocontinuing education  ofaculty  oother staff oOther______________ 



 
What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
 
Factory allied workers association. 
 
What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
 
 
oFarm  oCountry  oSmall town   oCity   oüBig City 
oWilderness   oFrontier   oRural    oSuburban    oUrban 
 
 
 
What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life where 
you are living? 
 
fires  
 
Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
 
Employer  
 
 
 
What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
 
 
Taking Insurance cover  
 
What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) disasters were 
to occur while you were in this living situation? 
 
A health insurance savings plan  
 
 
 
What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would occur 
while you were here? 
 
Training on workplace safety.  
 
What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
 
 



Limited time for training  
 
 
What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
 
 
None  
 
How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or building) to be 
in? 
 
No idea  
 
What would you do if you or another person had a wound that was gushing blood? 
 
 
I would be scared but try to call for help  
 
How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
 
Maybe 12 hours . 
 
How long do you think you could survive without heat if the outside was at freezing 
temperature? 
 
5 hours . 
 
What would you do in that case? 
 
Call for help from first responders.  
 
How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (56 degree F)? 
 
Pu on warm clothing  
 
How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
 
72 hours  
 
 
How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
 
15 hours  
 



How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
 
24 hours  
 
How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 
2 days  
 
What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your limb, 
throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 
 
Ask for help 
 
 
What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
 
Shout at the neighborhood  
 
What do you feel would happen to you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for one 
week? 
 
I would be distressed and depressed  
 
 
For one month? 
 
I cannot imagine  
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me not more 
than 15 minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and 
any preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
program. Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 
___1980_______ 
 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 
Please tell me a little about where you sleep at this time.____________________________ 
 
o üoApartment          oRow Home            oTwin          oSingle            o Farm    
 
Who else lives in the same unit? ________________________ 
 
o Alone            oFellow student/roommate        oüPartner       oFamily   
 
Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
 
o Scholarship funded     o Parents        oüLoans        oJob       
 
Just a little about your education 
 
oHigh school  oTrade school  o First year undergraduate   oundergraduate  ograduate  
ocontinuing education  ofaculty  oüother staff oOther______________ 
 



What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
 
None at the moment  
 
What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
 
 
oFarm  oCountry  oSmall town   oCity   oüBig City 
oWilderness   oFrontier   oRural    oSuburban    oUrban 
 
 
 
What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life where 
you are living? 
 
Snowstorm 
 
Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
 
 
The local government  
 
 
What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
 
 
 
Nothing so far  
 
What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) disasters were 
to occur while you were in this living situation? 
 
 
Still planning  
 
 
What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would occur 
while you were here? 
 
No idea  
 
 
What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
 



 
No idea  
 
 
What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
 
Not had any training  
 
 
How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or building) to be 
in? 
 
Maybe 24 hours 
 
 
What would you do if you or another person had a wound that was gushing blood? 
 
 
I fear blood I would only call for available help   
 
How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
 
24 hours  
 
How long do you think you could survive without heat if the outside was at freezing 
temperature? 
 
3 hours  
 
What would you do in that case? 
 
I would make a distress call  
 
How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (56 degree F)? 
 
I would keep myself warm  
 
 
How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
 
 
72 hours at most  
 
How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 



 
12 hours  
 
How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
12 hours  
 
 
How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 
 
Only 12 hours  
 
What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your limb, 
throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 
 
I would call for help even with no available medicine,  
 
What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
 
I will remain okay but bored  
 
What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for one 
week? 
 
Terrible feeling  
 
For one month? 
I cannot imagine how that would be  
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 



 



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me not more 
than 15 minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and 
any preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
program. Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 
____1977______ 
 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 
Please tell me a little about where you sleep at this time.____________________________ 
 
o Dormitory             oüApartment          oRow Home            oTwin          oSingle            o 
Farm    
 
Who else lives in the same unit? ________________________ 
 
o Alone            oFellow student/roommate        oPartner       oüFamily   
 
Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
 
o Scholarship funded     o Parents        oLoans        oüJob       
 
Just a little about your education 
 
oHigh school  oTrade school  o First year undergraduate   oundergraduate  ograduate  
ocontinuing education  ofaculty  oüother staff oOther______________ 



 
What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
 
Workers welfare union  
 
What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
 
 
oFarm  oCountry  oSmall town   oCity   oBig City 
oWilderness   oFrontier   oRural    oSuburban    oüUrban 
 
 
 
What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life where 
you are living? 
 
Heat stroke  
 
 
Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
 
Myself  
 
 
 
What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
 
 
None  
 
 
What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) disasters were 
to occur while you were in this living situation? 
 
 
Nothing yet  
 
 
What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would occur 
while you were here? 
 
To be taught hot to handle emergencies  
 
What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 



 
 
There is no training provision at workplace  
 
 
What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
 
 
None so far  
 
How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or building) to be 
in? 
 
72 hours  
 
What would you do if you or another person had a wound that was gushing blood? 
 
 
I would perform first aid  
 
How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
 
3 hours  
 
How long do you think you could survive without heat if the outside was at freezing 
temperature? 
 
10 hours  
 
What would you do in that case? 
 
Make a distress call  
 
How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (56 degree F)? 
 
I would warm the room further  
 
 
How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
24 hours  
 
 
 
How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 



 
 
8 hours  
How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
 
 
24 hours  
How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 
1 day  
 
What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your limb, 
throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 
 
As for help  
 
What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
 
Nothing I can stay without them  
 
What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for one 
week? 
 
I would be well. I am not used to travelling  
 
For one month? 
 
It will be fine with me  
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
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Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 

Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20 

minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 

preparation you have made?” 

 

(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 

information about this in the future.” 

 

(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 

last month? 

 

(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  

 

(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 

questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 

some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 

facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 

information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 

class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 

your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.  

 

Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 

question, and may stop the interview at any time. 

 

Do I have your permission to continue?  

 

Start Time: 10:06 AM 

1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.)  

1997 

 

(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 

recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 

or clarify that response.) 

 

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 

night). 

 

o Dormitory             oApartment � Hi Rise        oRow Home            oTwin          oSingle            

o Farm   oOther______________ 

 

3. Who else lives in the same unit? ________________________ 
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o Alone            oFellow student/roommate        oPartner       oFamily �Children o Infants 

 

4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 

home-mates have?_________________ 

First aid kit 

A solar-powered radio + cell phone charger 

Water 

Food 

Blankets 

Passports 

IDs 

Toiletries 

Flashlights 

Garbage bags 

Social security cards 

Emergency contacts 

 

5. What pets live with you now (today)?________________ 

Dogs 

 

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 

 

Parents 

 

o Scholarship funded     o Parents        oLoans        oJob      Other__________ 

 

7. Just a little about your education 

 

Undergraduate 

 

 

oHigh school  oTrade school  o First year undergraduate   oundergraduate  ograduate  

ocontinuing education  ofaculty  oother staff oOther______________ 

 

8. What is/was your course of study?_________________ 

 

Bachelor of Science (Biochemistry) 

9. How do you define your community? 

It is a friendly community with hospitable people easy to relate with 

 

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
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Local basketball club  

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 

Small town 

 

 

oFarm  oCountry  oSmall town   oCity   oBig City 

oWilderness   oFrontier   oRural    oSuburban    oUrban 

 

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms. 

A devastating event that occurs causing major disruption in the normal operations in the 

community for example an earthquake, storm or hurricane 

 

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 

where you are living? 

 

Hurricanes and storms 

 

14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 

 

I believe I am responsibility on majority of matters concerning my survival but my 

parents also play a vital role 

 

 

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 

 

I read on websites about what to expect when disasters occur and how I can prepare 

myself. I also advise my parents to purchase the essential stuff that I see being named 

on majority of the websites as essential 

 

 

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 

disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? 

 

 

I have a first aid kit in my room, a torch, several clothes, extra blankets and a radio 

 

 

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 

occur while you were here? 

 

I would need enough food, water, warm clothes, the radio, torch to use when it’s dark, 

extra batteries, a mobile phone  
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18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 

 

Food and water we store in a common place at home so I don’t keep any extra for 

myself to use in case of emergencies  

 

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? (None)____________ 

 

Hurricane 

20. Please tell me how you dealt with that: 

It was the first time for me to experience any disaster and it caught us off-guard as a 

family.  The good thing was that I was never separated from the rest of the family and 

my parents managed to keep all of us safe for the three days that we had to spend 

displaced from our home 

 

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done? 

 

Following the incident, I have seen several non-governmental organizations and local 

government officers conducting some meetings educating people on how to prepare for 

such disasters. I have personally been researching on the internet about disaster 

preparedness and I have succeeded in convincing my parents to buy for me some of the 

essential items that I believe are needed for survival 

22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 

 

I have attended two meetings organized by a non-governmental organization and a 

training session organized by the local government educating community members on 

disaster preparedness 

 

 

23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 

building) to be in? 

 

3 days 

 

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency? 

 

I have never been confronted with a medical emergency 

 

25. How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 

you? 
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I would help as much as I can and call 911 to request for an ambulance 

 

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 

 

3 days 

 

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 

if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C) 

 

1 hour 

 

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 

with no heat)? 

 

I would make sure I have heavy clothes that cover my whole body as well as blankets 

 

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 

degree F/4 degree C)? 

Not much difference 

 

30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions? 

 

Internet and TV 

 

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 

 

2 days 

 

 

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 

1 year 

 

 

33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 

 

1 week 

 

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 

gymnasium? 

 

1  Month 
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35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 

limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 

 

Clean it thoroughly and cover it with a bandage 

 

 

36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 

 

I could lose touch about the recent news and communication 

 

 

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 

one week? 

 

I bored but I would survive just well 

 

38. For one month? 

 

I could probably fall sick 

 

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus 

from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? 

 

There is no outbreak in the area but I have been reading about it 

 

 

Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 

 

No 

 

This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 

 

Interviewer: FR 

Time ended: 10: 47 AM 

Last question completed: 39 

Questions declined (#’s): None 

Personal Observations: 

 

The interviewee seems to have a good understanding of disaster management and have some 

basic things that are required for survival in case a disaster happens. Majority of this it’s 

because he had an earlier encounter of a disaster.  
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“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20 
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 
preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.  
 
Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 
question, and may stop the interview at any time. 
 
Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
Start Time: 2:25 PM 

1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.)  
1988 

 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 
night). 
 
Apartment 
 

o Dormitory             oApartment  o Hi Rise        oRow Home            oTwin          oSingle            
o Farm   oOther______________ 
 

3. Who else lives in the same unit? ________________________ 
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Partner & Children 
o Alone            oFellow student/roommate        oPartner       oFamily  oChildren o Infants 
 

4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 
home-mates have?_________________ 
Food 
Water 
Medicine 
Beddings 
Clothes 
Torch 
Radio 

 
5. What pets live with you now (today)?________________ 

None 
 

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
 
 

Job 
 
o Scholarship funded     o Parents        oLoans        oJob      Other__________ 
 

7. Just a little about your education 
 
 

Undergraduate 
 
oHigh school  oTrade school  o First year undergraduate   oundergraduate  ograduate  
ocontinuing education  ofaculty  oother staff oOther______________ 
 

8. What is/was your course of study?_________________ 
 

Business Management 
9. How do you define your community? 

It’s a large community, we barely know each other 
 

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
None 

 
11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
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Big City 

 
oFarm  oCountry  oSmall town   oCity   oBig City 
oWilderness   oFrontier   oRural    oSuburban    oUrban 
 

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms. 
 

A natural/man-made occurrence that leads to many deaths or injuries 
13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 

where you are living? 
Storms 
 

 
14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 

 
Myself, and the local government is also partly responsible 

 
 

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
 

I have gathered some essential items that I think will be necessary during such events 
 
 
 

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? 

 
Just the basic like food, water, beddings and clothes 

 
 
 

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 
occur while you were here? 

 
First aid kit, medicines, whistle, materials and tools for emergency home repairs, a lot of 
food and water, heavy clothes, toiletries,  

 
18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 

 
Primarily it’s because I don’t think it will ever happen so I don’t see the need to invest 
heavily on it 

 
19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? (None)____________ 
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None 

 
20. Please tell me how you dealt with that: 

I never experienced any 
 

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done? 
 

 
22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 

 
I have not had any training in disaster preparedness 

 
 

23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 
building) to be in? 

 
3 days 

 
24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency? 

 
I have never been confronted with any medical emergency 

 
25. How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 

you? 
 

Give them a first aid and call for an ambulance 
 

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
 

1 week 
 

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C) 

 
1 day 

 
28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 

with no heat)? 
 

Wear warm clothes, rubbing hands to generate heat, doing some exercises like jumping, 
keep away from direct cold wind 
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29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 

degree F/4 degree C)? 
 

No noticeable difference 
30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions? 

TV and radio updates 
 
 
 

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
 
 

3 days 
 

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
 

1 year 
 

33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
 

5 days 
 

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 

 
4 weeks 

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 
Clean it up and cover with a piece of cloth or bandage if available 

 
 

36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
 

Disconnected from world 
 

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 
one week? 
 
It would be very boring and very cold inside  

 
38. For one month? 

It would be very bad; some people would fall sick or even die 
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39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus 

from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? 
 

Just following the news on TV to get the latest updates 
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
Interviewer: FR 
Time ended: 2: 43 PM 
Last question completed: 39 
Questions declined (#’s): 1 
Personal Observations: 
The interviewee seems to have an understanding of disasters and the resulting problems. 
However, she doesn’t seem to be very keen to prepare for one; possibly because she has never 
experienced any disaster before.  
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 “Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20 
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 
preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.  
 
Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 
question, and may stop the interview at any time. 
 
Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
Start Time: 10:30 AM 

1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.)  
 
1983 

 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 
night). 

 
Apartment 

o Dormitory             oApartment  o Hi Rise        oRow Home            oTwin          oSingle            
o Farm   oOther______________ 
 

3. Who else lives in the same unit? ________________________ 
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Family 
o Alone            oFellow student/roommate        oPartner       oFamily  oChildren o Infants 
 

4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 
home-mates have?_________________ 
First aid kit, candle, flashlight, blankets, food, water, medicines, radio, chargers, 
beddings, warm clothes, basic documentation like ID, passport, social security cards, 
etc., garbage bags, sleeping bags, generator, match boxes,  

 
5. What pets live with you now (today)?________________ 

 
A cat and 2 dogs 

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
 

Job 
 
 
o Scholarship funded     o Parents        oLoans        oJob      Other__________ 
 

7. Just a little about your education 
 

Graduate 
 
 
oHigh school  oTrade school  o First year undergraduate   oundergraduate  ograduate  
ocontinuing education  ofaculty  oother staff oOther______________ 
 

8. What is/was your course of study?_________________ 
 

Mechanical engineering 
9. How do you define your community? 

I lived in a small community where members seem to be happy to help each other 
 

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
 

Church group, home owners association, local football club 
11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 

 
 

Small town 
oFarm  oCountry  oSmall town   oCity   oBig City 
oWilderness   oFrontier   oRural    oSuburban    oUrban 
 

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms. 
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A dangerous event that either occurs naturally or caused by human beings and when it 
occurs, it leads to massive loss of property, lives and injuries 

 
 

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 
where you are living? 

 
Earthquakes 

 
14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 

 
 

I think the immediate time after disaster it’s my responsibility but later I expect 
government to offer some help 

 
15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 

 
I have subscribed to an sms system that always sends alerts of impeding earthquakes, I 
also watch tv to get any updates and sometimes get the information on the internet 

 
 
 

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? 

 
 

The items I listed above 
 
 

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 
occur while you were here? 

 
I believe the things I listed in the previous question are enough; maybe just add a few 
like a signal flare, fire extinguisher, compass and a tent 

 
18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 

 
 

I think the main reason is because I don’t think they are very essential plus the financial 
ramifications  

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? (None)____________ 
 

An earthquake 
20. Please tell me how you dealt with that: 
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There were various warnings that the earthquake would occur so I was mentally 
prepared and I had assembled some few emergency items. The earthquake turned out 
to be greater than earlier anticipated and hit us pretty hard. Power lines were disrupted 
and roads were destroyed making the place inaccessible though roads. It felt like we 
were separated from the rest of the world and my house was destroyed. We had to stay 
in an abandoned building and we had diminished our water and food supply on the third 
day. Luckily help came in the third day and we were taken to a safer place. 

 
21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done? 

I have made sure I always have enough food and water in the house that can last for at 
least a week as well as basic items that can help in survival  

 
22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 

 
I have attended two trainings organized in the local church group  

 
 

23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 
building) to be in? 

 
1 week 

 
24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency? 

 
My daughter once had such an emergency. I gave her first aid and immediately drove 
her to the nearest health center which was just a mile away 

 
25. How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 

you? 
 
 

I would give him/her first aid and drive her to the nearest health center 
 

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
 

1 day 
 

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C) 

 
 

A few hours 
28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 

with no heat)? 
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Rubbing hands to generate heat, wear heavy clothes, cover myself with blankets,  

 
29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 

degree F/4 degree C)? 
The difference would be just minimal 

 
30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions? 

 
 

SMS notification, TV & radio updates 
31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 

 
 

3 days 
 

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
 

Lifetime 
 

33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
 

1 week 
 

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 
 
3 months 

 
35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 

limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 
 
 

Clean and cover it 
36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 

 
I would miss the important news and notifications and such a disaster might find me 
unprepared. 

 
37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 

one week? 
 

Bored and uncomfortable 
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38. For one month? 
 

Totally disconnected from the world and probably fall sick from the low temperatures 
 

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus 
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? 
 
I have been following the latest news concerning the spread and spared some money to 
buy the masks in case it happens in my area 

 
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
Interviewer: FR 
Time ended: 11:00 AM 
Last question completed: 39 
Questions declined (#’s): 0 
Personal Observations: 
 
The interviewee seems to have a great understanding of disasters and disaster preparedness. 
He possesses majority of the essential things that can sustain him for the recommended 
minimum of three days during a disaster. 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20 
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 
preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.  
 
Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 
question, and may stop the interview at any time. 
 
Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
Start Time: 12:13PM 

1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 1995 
 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 
night). 

 
oApartment   
 

3. Who else lives in the same unit? ________________________ 
 
 
oFellow student/roommate        
 



4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 
home-mates have?__None 

 
 

5. What pets live with you now (today)?__One Cat 
 
 

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
 
 
 
oJob       
 

7. Just a little about your education 
 
 
 
 
 oTrade school   
 

8. What is/was your course of study? Heavy Machinery 
 
 

9. How do you define your community? A sublet 
 
 

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? CrossFit  
 
 

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
 
 
    oUrban 
 

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms. 
 
Destruction of natural forces. 

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 
where you are living? 

 
A tornado or fire 
 

14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
Me and the rescue services. 



 
 
 

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
 
Usually just ready to leave if there is a disaster. 
 
 

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? 

 
Kept canned food and some battery lights. 
 
 
 
 

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 
occur while you were here? 

 
I need to have time probably.  
 

18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
 
 Very busy with work. 
 

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? A hurricane 
 
 

20. Please tell me how you dealt with that:  
I was living with my aunt. We went out of town to a hotel. 
 

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done?  
Not sure, know that evacuating is the first thing.  
 

22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
 
Only advise from Red Cross to boil water. 
 
 

23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 
building) to be in? 

Probably 10 or 12 hours. 
 
 



24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency? 
Driven to a clinic, called an emergency room and bandaged a gash 
 
 

25. How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 
you? 

I would ask them what happened and try to make them comfortable or stable based on what 
they told me. 
 
 

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
 
Probably 12 hours because I work in heat and cold. 
 

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C) 

Probably 6 hours. 
 
 

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 
with no heat)? 

I would continue moving, find barriers like walls to block wind, and attempt to trap my body 
heat any way I can find. 
 
 

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 
degree F/4 degree C)? 

I would probably try looking for shelter to start a fire in. 
 

30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions? 
 
I see the news on my phone. 
 

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
 
A week or more 
 
 

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
 
4 months 
 

33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
60 years 



 
 

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 

Two years 
 

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 

I would boil water and epsom salt to soak 
 
 

36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
I would be bored or I would drink 
 
 

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 
one week? 

 
I would read books and eat beans 
 

38. For one month? 
I would try to buy a generator 
 

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus 
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? 

I would stay inside and wash any groceries I buy. 
 
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
Interviewer: 
Time ended 12: 41 
Last question completed 39 
Questions declined (#’s)_0 
Personal Observations: Person seems to not have dependents. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
      
 
 
 
 



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20 
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 
preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.  
 
Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 
question, and may stop the interview at any time. 
 
Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
Start Time: 12:56PM 

1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 1982 
 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 
night). 

 
oTwin          
 

3. Who else lives in the same unit? ________________________ 
oPartner        

 
4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 

home-mates have? anti-depressants 
 



 
5. What pets live with you now (today)? Two dogs 

 
 

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
 
 
 
Other: Business 
 

7. Just a little about your education 
 
 
 
 
ograduate   
 

8. What is/was your course of study? Communications 
 
 

9. How do you define your community? 
A neighborhood 
 

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
 
Rumor Union and Arts Council 

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
 
 
 
oUrban 
 

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms. 
An unexpected and uncontrollable event 
 

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 
where you are living? 

A blizzard or a hurricane 
 
 

14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
 
Probably emergency responders but also us as a community helping each other. 
 



 
15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 

We have our windows insulated and keep a generator in our shed. 
 
 
 
 

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? 

 
We have a box with nonperishables, water, and other supplies. 
 
 
 

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 
occur while you were here? 

Luck would be good, but most simply a two-way radio 
 
 

18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
We had not thought to get one while out probably. 
 
 

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? Blizzard 
 
 

20. Please tell me how you dealt with that: 
Stayed inside with space heater, had a furnace in the basement, but do not use because of fire 
risk. 
 

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done? 
 
I learned that temperature in the house was going to be the first concern in cold weather. 

22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
I took a course on CPR  
 
 
 

23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 
building) to be in? 

Probably 6 hours 
 
 

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency? 



I have taken a few people to the hospital and have watched a person in a car wreck. 
 
 

25. How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 
you? 

I would talk to them to make sure their brain is working well, and I would call 911. 
 
 

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
6 hours depending on weather. 
 
 

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C) 

4 hours 
 
 

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 
with no heat)? 

I would probably try to start fires. 
 
 

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 
degree F/4 degree C)? 

It would be 5 hours maybe 
 

30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions? 
I check the weather on my computer. 
 
 

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
8 days 
 
 
 

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
2 months perhaps 
 
 

33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
Probably as long as I am responsible my entire life. 
 
 



34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 

6 months 
 

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 

I would use natural astringents on the wound, like fruit, and natural antiseptics similarly. 
Chocolate has anti bacterial qualities, so maybe that too. 
 
 

36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
I would become anxious for a while, and then very productive. 
 
 

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 
one week? 

I would have to use the generator and source my fuel somehow. 
 
 

38. For one month? 
I would have to use generator power minimally. 
 

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus 
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? 

We will isolate ourselves and even close our business if it is necessary. 
 
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
Interviewer: 
Time ended: 1: 39PM 
Last question completed 39 
Questions declined (#’s) 0 
Personal Observations: Has reliance on the community. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



      
 
 
 
 
 



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20 
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 
preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.  
 
Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 
question, and may stop the interview at any time. 
 
Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
Start Time:1:47PM 

1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 1990 
 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 
night). 

 
oSingle             
 

3. Who else lives in the same unit? ________________________ 
 
 
oFamily   
 



4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 
home-mates have? None  

 
 

5. What pets live with you now (today)? none 
 
 

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
 
 
 
 
oJob       
 

7. Just a little about your education 
 
 
 
ograduate   
 

8. What is/was your course of study? Occupational Safety 
 
 

9. How do you define your community? 
Families and professionals 
 

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
 
Industrial Hygienists, Unions, and my local gym 

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
 
 
oCity    
 

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms. 
A large-scale risk to human safety 
 

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 
where you are living? 

Hazmat incidents and floods 
 
 

14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
Myself and the agencies that respond to emergencies here.  



 
 
 

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
We have prepped with storm windows, natural mitigating landscaping, and a set of floatation 
devices and inflatable raft. 
 
 
 
 

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? 

We have MREs and day or night flares. 
 
 
 
 

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 
occur while you were here? 

We need a medical supplies still. 
 
 

18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
We are distracted by work and kids. 
 
 

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? Flooding 
 
 

20. Please tell me how you dealt with that: 
Trenches and barriers 
 

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done? 
I realized that flooding could be worse and faster than that, would need a boat perhaps. 
 

22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
I have resuscitation, first aid, and fire response training as well as chemical safety and hazmat 
knowledge from industrial hygiene. 
 
 
 

23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 
building) to be in? 

2 days 



 
 

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency? 
 
I have treated first aid for a machine accident which nearly dismembered a hand.  
 

25. How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 
you? 

I would stop or any bleeding, check their cognitive abilities, and call an ambulance.  
 
 

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
 
A week 
 

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C) 

Probably 8 hours awake with controlled breathing 
 
 

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 
with no heat)? 

I would control my breathing, move frequently, and seek an enclosure to start a fire 
 
 

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 
degree F/4 degree C)? 

I would have 14 hours awake to do the same probably 
 

30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions? 
I refer to local weather online. 
 
 

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
2 weeks in standard conditions 
 
 
 

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
6 months 
 
 

33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
Many years, like people did before plumbing. 



 
 

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 

A week before something goes wrong. 
 

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 

Make a poultice of herbs and salt, make a baking soda cream underneath, washed with boiling 
water.  
 
 
 

36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
I would have my family occupy a single room, play board games. 
 

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 
one week? 

I would make sure that I had access to my firearm and watch my neighborhood from windows 
and deck for anything abnormal. 
 
 

38. For one month? 
I would probably form a security agreement within the neighborhood where we maintain 
watch. 
 

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus 
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? 

We would use the most expensive masks available, wash anything from outside, and have 
Clorox wipes and gloves. We would have segregated our clothes for inside and outside.  
 
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
Interviewer: 
Time ended 2:20PM 
Last question completed 39 
Questions declined (#’s) 0 
Personal Observations: Person seems to be focused on certain preparations. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20 
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 
preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.  
 
Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 
question, and may stop the interview at any time. 
 
Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
Start Time: 2:30PM 

1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 1977 
 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 
night). 

 
oSingle            
 

3. Who else lives in the same unit? ________________________ 
 
 
oChildren  
 



4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 
home-mates have? Kidney Dialysis  

 
 

5. What pets live with you now (today)? Three cats 
 
 

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
 
 
 
o Parents         
 

7. Just a little about your education 
 
 
 
ograduate   
 

8. What is/was your course of study? Literature and art 
 
 

9. How do you define your community? 
Families and creatives 
 

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
Feminists, working class, artists, writers 
 

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
 
 
 
oCity    
 

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms. 
An unfair surprise that ruins lives. 
 

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 
where you are living? 

I think tornadoes, hurricanes, and snow storms are bad ones here. 
 
 

14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
The medical, police, and fire fighters of the community. 



 
 
 

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
I have been informed about how to react to a storm, such as getting in the bathtub, or using 
sturdy furniture. 
 
 
 
 

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? 

We have saltines, pickles, a garden where we have organic tomatoes, and a firepit for cooking. 
 
 
 
 

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 
occur while you were here? 

We need to have a lot of sandbags or a safe room for storms. 
 
 

18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
I do not know how to do those things yet. 
 
 

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced?  
There was a tornado that took down a large branch onto a neighbor’s house and opened their 
attic to rain. 
 
 

20. Please tell me how you dealt with that: 
My parents gave them a tarp and their insurance fixed it I think. 
 

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done? 
I have been thinking about insurance a lot. I also need to get a tarp. 
 

22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
I have learned about how fires can be felt through a door, and how to not open windows 
because oxygen makes them bigger. 
 
 
 



23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 
building) to be in? 

Not long at all, we are a family that needs safe places. 
 

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency? 
I have been on the phone with 911 for a person who wrecked once.  
 
 

25. How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 
you? 

I would call 911 and try to help them feel safer. 
 
 

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
I would be okay for a couple hours. 
 
 

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C) 

I think it would be okay for a couple days if we found a fire. 
 
 

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 
with no heat)? 

Find fire and maybe sit inside a vehicle  
 
 

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 
degree F/4 degree C)? 

It would not be as cold so it would be better 
 

30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions? 
I would use my phone to check weather, unless it doesn’t work I think the radio. 
 
 

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
A week is probably the longest. Or 21 days which is three, I heard maybe. 
 
 
 

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
3 weeks 
 
 



33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
A month 
 
 

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 

Not at all, I need dialysis for now. 
 

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 

I would use natural organic remedies and washing it a lot. 
 
 

36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
I would not know how to contact anyone, but I would have to use a walkie talkie then for help. 
 
 

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 
one week? 

I would have to take my two kids to my parents. 
 
 

38. For one month? 
We would have to call for the rescue teams then. That is too long. 
 

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus 
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? 

We would try to get vaccinated if it and look out for any sick people so we don’t catch it. We 
would stay away from unvaccinated kids and their parents.  
 
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
Interviewer: 
Time ended: 3:15PM 
Last question completed 39 
Questions declined (#’s) 0 
Personal Observations: Person is very dependent and not very private. Talks a lot.  
 
 



 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20 
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 
preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.  
 
Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 
question, and may stop the interview at any time. 
 
Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
Start Time: 3:21PM 

1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 1998 
 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 
night). 

 
oApartment   
 

3. Who else lives in the same unit? ________________________ 
 
 
o Alone             
 



4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 
home-mates have? None 

 
 

5. What pets live with you now (today)? None 
 
 

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
 
 
 
 
oJob       
 

7. Just a little about your education 
 
 
 
 
oHigh school   
 

8. What is/was your course of study? Programming 
 
 

9. How do you define your community? 
The people that I hang out with daily, friends and family and stuff. 
 

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
I am in a roleplaying community for tabletop games. 
 

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
 
 
 
oSmall town    
 

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms. 
It is when the weather develops really strong in one part of the year and forms an event that 
interrupts everything humans do. 
 

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 
where you are living? 

 



Fires, floods, tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes, tsunamis, and all kinds of things that weather 
and climate change are going to cause. 
 

14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
Government and volunteers are there to ensure we survive.  
 
 
 

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
I have moved to an upstairs apartment, so I guess that makes me feel a little safe.  
 
 
 
 

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? 

I have a car now, and I have a lot of food usually. 
 
 
 
 

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 
occur while you were here? 

I might need medical equipment. 
 
 

18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
I don’t have a lot of extra money for it, or I spent it.  
 
 

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? I remember hurricane sandy 
when was younger, it was not bad where I was, and it was only moving light things like a 
folding chair. 

 
20. Please tell me how you dealt with that: 

We were outside for the first part, and then the rain came and we went inside. Power went 
away for the rest of the day and we did not get it back until the next day after sleeping. 
 

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done? 
I have learned that you have to live simple sometimes because you don’t know what happens. 
 

22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
None 
 



 
 

23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 
building) to be in? 

A couple weeks. 
 
 

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency? 
I have put nursed someone dehydrated, but it was just giving them water. 
 
 

25. How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 
you? 

I would try call the ambulance and then try to treat them as much as I can think of doing.  
 
 

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
I think I could last a couple weeks. 
 
 

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C) 

Maybe a few days, 2 or 3 
 
 

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 
with no heat)? 

I would try to gather with people for warmth and would make a fire. 
 
 

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 
degree F/4 degree C)? 

It would make me last longer, like twice as long possibly.  
 

30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions? 
I usually see them sometimes when on Facebook, like a storm or something. 
 
 

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
A month if I am able to drink other stuff. 
 
 
 

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 



I think it would be possible to survive a year before it affected my health. 
 
 

33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
I could survive for years without it if there is a good place to go and something to wipe with. 
 
 

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 

I think people need their medicine, but I don’t usually need it, so I could probably last over a 
year.  
 

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 

I would clean it out, put bandages and try to eat healthy. If it gets worse, cut it off might be the 
last resort. 
 
 

36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
I would be bored. I would not know what to do, and I might go out more. 
 
 

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 
one week? 

Well, I would probably go do stuff outside, like be social with people. 
 
 

38. For one month? 
I would likely try to find some kind of sports or something interesting outside by then. 
 

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus 
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? 

I would stay inside and play video games.  
 
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
Interviewer: 
Time ended: 4:15PM 
Last question completed 39 



Questions declined (#’s) 0 
Personal Observations: Person is confident and talks a lot. 



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me not more 
than 15 minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and 
any preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin,has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some questions to 
discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather some 
descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited facts 
about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this information 
will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our program. Do I 
have your permission to continue?  
Start time:12:39 
What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 
____1995______ 
 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 
Please tell me a little about where you sleep at this time.___________________________ 
 
-Apartment with a double bed. 
 
 
o Dormitory             oApartment          oRow Home            oTwin          oSingle            o Farm    
 
Who else lives in the same unit?________________________ 
 
-My boyfriend and my family.  
 
o Alone            oFellow student/roommate        oPartner       oFamily   
 
Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy).  
 
-My parents and student jobs  
 



o Scholarship funded     o Parents        oLoans        oJob       
 
Just a little about your education.  
 
-High school, College, University, Continuing education. 
 
oHigh school  oTrade school  o First year undergraduate   oundergraduate  ograduate  
ocontinuing education  ofaculty  oother staff oOther. ______________ 
 
What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of?  
 
-Community´s social health 
 
 
What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
 
oFarm  oCountry  oSmall town   oCity   oBig City 
oWilderness   oFrontier   oRural    oSuburban    oUrban 
 
-I´m living in two big City; Medellin in Colombia (2.4 Millions people) or Montreal in Canada (4.1 
Millions people)  
 
 
What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life where 
you are living? 
 
-In Colombia it would be the forest fire and Volcan eruption. 
In Canada it would be the avalanches and the water floods.  
 
 
 
Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
 
-In Colombia; The Colombian Air Force (FAC), the Police, the Army 
In Canada; The Canadian Red Cross 
 
 
 
What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
 
-Be sure to follow the news every day and try to not expose myself in these situation  
 
 
 



 
 
What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) disasters were 
to occur while you were in this living situation? 
 
-My passport; in case I need to go in another country (Colombia or Canada) 
 
 
 
 
 
What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would occur 
while you were here? 
 
-First, always reviewing my insurance and always confirming I have adequate cover against each 
type of disaster. Second, always knowing the hazards that are present in my area.  
 
 
 
What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
 
-It´s difficult to combine insurance for two country at the same time.  
 
 
 
 
 
What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
 
-RCR and how to survive without electricity.  
 
 
 
How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or building) to be 
in? 
 
-One or two weeks.  
 
 
What would you do if you or another person had a wound that was gushing blood? 
 
-The first thing is to stop the bleeding; I can place a sterile bandage or if I don´t have I can use a 
clean cloth on the wound. It´s important to press the bandage firmly and always apply a 



constant pressure until the bleeding stops. After if it´s possible I can secure the bandage with 
adhesive tape or if not I maintain the pressure with my hands.   
 
 
How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
 
-It always depends of the temperature. I can live without heat or air conditioning if the 
temperature is between 15 or 25 Celsius degrees. 
 
 
 
How long do you think you could survive without heat if the outside was at freezing 
temperature? 
 
-1 or 2 days.  
 
 
What would you do in that case? 
 
-Trying to find a place with heat.  
 
 
How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (56 degree F)? 
 
-This will not affect me. I can live easily in this temperature.  
 
 
 
How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
 
-48 hours. 
 
 
 
 
How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
 
-As long as I need to survive. This is not the priority.  
 
 
How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
 
-As long as I need to survive. This is not the priority.  
 



 
How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 
 
-1 month.  
 
 
What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your limb, 
throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 
 
-I will delimit an area only for contaminated people in order to protect the others.  
 
 
 
What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
 
-This it´s not a priority for me.  
 
 
 
What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for one 
week? 
 
-I can survive easily for one week without electricity and no travel away. In Canada, it already 
happened to me for 3 days and I could have been able to do more days.  
 
 
For one month? 
 
-For one month in Canada it would be more difficult than Colombia because of the weather. I 
don´t think I could make it in Canada, but in Colombia yes.  
 
 
 
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
 
Time ended: 12:57 
Last question completed: 39 



Questions declined (#’s):0 
 
 
 
      
 
 



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me not more 
than 15 minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and 
any preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin,has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some questions to 
discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather some 
descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited facts 
about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this information 
will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our program. Do I 
have your permission to continue?  
Start time:11:46 
What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 1996________ 
 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 
Please tell me a little about where you sleep at this time.____________________________ 
 
o Dormitory             oApartment          xTwin          oSingle            o Farm    
 
Who else lives in the same unit? ________________________ 
 
o Alone            oFellow student/roommate        oPartner       xFamily   
 
Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
 
o Scholarship funded     x Parents        oLoans        oJob       
 
Just a little about your education 
 
oHigh school  oTrade school  o First year undergraduate   oundergraduate  xgraduate  
ocontinuing education  ofaculty  oother staff oOther______________ 
 
What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 



 
currently, I am not in any organization. 
What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
 
 
oFarm  oCountry  oSmall town   xCity   oBig City 
oWilderness   oFrontier   oRural    oSuburban    oUrban 
 
 
 
What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life where 
you are living? 
 
Currently, rain is a risk that I can face due to poor water drainage. 
 
Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
 
Civil defense is one of the most important governmental institutions that help in the occurrence 
of risks 
 
 
What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
 
Stay away from the course of the old valleys and wait for the emergency to end at home. 
 
 
 
What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) disasters were 
to occur while you were in this living situation? 
 
Store some food at home. 
Wearing protective clothing in case of danger. 
 
 
 
What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would occur 
while you were here? 
 
Knowing the type of danger. And how to prevent it 
  The presence of a valid medical insurance 
 
What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
 
 



If something prevents me, I contact the authorities. 
 
 
What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
 
I have an OSHA certificate in dealing with emergencies 
 
 
How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or building) to be 
in? 
 
Not for a long time 
 
What would you do if you or another person had a wound that was gushing blood? 
 
Squeeze the wound until the ambulance arrives 
 
 
How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
 
If the weather is moderate, the air conditioner does not matter. 
But if it is too hot, i could stand for one to 3 hours. 
 
How long do you think you could survive without heat if the outside was at freezing 
temperature? 
 
wear many clothes. 
 
What would you do in that case? 
 
if there is no electricity, I bring some wood and light it up 
 
How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (56 degree F)? 
 
I can live with this temperature  
 
How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
 
Less than 3 days 
 
How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
 
approximately two weeks. 
How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stoole? 



 
I go to the forest instead of the bathroom 
How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 
 
f I was in a good shape, I would last for a long period. 
but it was sick, I would not last longer 
What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your limb, 
throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 
 
Cover the injury with clothes 
 
What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
 
I can survive but it be would possible to communicate with other people 
 
What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for one 
week? 
 
I can live 
 
For one month? 
 
I can live, but everything around me will be hard to reach 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
No thanks. 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
 
Time ended: 12:02 
Last question completed: 39 
Questions declined (#’s):0 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me not more 
than 15 minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and 
any preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin,has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
program. Do I have your permission to continue?  
Start time:14:23 
What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) __________ 
1993 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 
Please tell me a little about where you sleep at this time.____________________________ 
 
o Dormitory             oApartment          oRow Home            oTwin          oSingle            o Farm    
 
Who else lives in the same unit? ________________________ 
 
o Alone            oFellow student/roommate        oPartner       oFamily   
 
Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
 
o Scholarship funded     o Parents        oLoans        oJob       
 
Just a little about your education 
 
oHigh school  oTrade school  o First year undergraduate   oundergraduate  ograduate  
ocontinuing education  ofaculty  oother staff oOther______________ 
 
What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 



 
I consider myself as member of any health organization 
What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
 
oFarm  oCountry  oSmall town   oCity   oBig City 
oWilderness   oFrontier   oRural    oSuburban    oUrban 
 
 
 
What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life where 
you are living? 
It could be sandstorms, especially because of the geographical features of my country, that could 
lead to respiratory diseases. Also, water floods. 
 
 
Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
 
Civil defense. 
 
 
 
What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
 
 
Staying at home until it be safe to go out. 
 
 
What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) disasters were 
to occur while you were in this living situation? 
 
 
Having enough food for couple days 
 
 
What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would occur 
while you were here? 
 
None 
What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
 
 
 
I need to calm down and do the smart thing to be safe. 
 



 
What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
CPR 
 
 
 
How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or building) to be 
in? 
 
 
One or two weeks. 
What would you do if you or another person had a wound that was gushing blood? 
 
At the beginning, I need to stop the bleeding using a banding or clean cloth, then go to the 
nearest hospital. 
 
 
How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
 
 
It is almost hot all the year here (35-50 Celsius), so maybe for one day or less than that. 
How long do you think you could survive without heat if the outside was at freezing 
temperature? 
 
 
One or two days. 
What would you do in that case? 
 
Trying to find a warm place and looking for some clothes to keep my body temperature. 
 
How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (56 degree F)? 
 
 
 
I can handle it, it is fine for me. 
How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
 
 
 
Three days.  
How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
 
 



As long as I need to 
How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
As long as I need to 
 
 
How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 
 
As long as I have my wealth and keep it stable. 
What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your limb, 
throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 
 
 If there was no medicine available?I will use the alternative medicine. 
 
What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
 
 
They are not necessities, so I will be used to it. 
What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for one 
week? 
It is fine to not travel, but having no electricity will be hard. 
 
 
For one month? 
 
The same thing, but it will be much harder, especially in summer because of the weather. 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
 
 
 
Time ended:14:43 
Last question completed: 1 
Questions declined (#’s):38 
 
      
 
 
 



 



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me not more 
than 15 minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and 
any preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
program. Do I have your permission to continue?  
Start time:15:24 
What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 
___1993_______ 
 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 
Please tell me a little about where you sleep at this time.____________________________ 
       oApartment        
 
Who else lives in the same unit? ________________________ 
 
o Alone             
 
Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
       oJob       
 
Just a little about your education 
 
oundergraduate  
 
What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
 



What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
 
 
oCity   oBig City 
o 
 
 
 
What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life where 
you are living? 
 
Earthquakes, landslides. 
 
Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
 
 
Fire Department, Police. 
 
 
What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
 
 
Getting Insurance for my home. 
 
 
What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) disasters were 
to occur while you were in this living situation? 
 
 
 
I could travel to another area 
 
What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would occur 
while you were here? 
 
Watch the news. 
 
What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
 
 
 
I just find a safe place. 
 
What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 



I know how to administer CPR. 
 
 
 
How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or building) to be 
in? 
Two days 
 
 
What would you do if you or another person had a wound that was gushing blood? 
Cover,clean the wound and stop the bleeding 
 
 
 
How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
One week 
 
 
How long do you think you could survive without heat if the outside was at freezing 
temperature? 
Three days 
 
 
What would you do in that case? 
Find a shelter  
 
 
How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (56 degree F)? 
I guess the same, find a shelter. 
 
 
 
How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
 
 
One day 
 
How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
 
Several days, It’s not a major problem for me 
 
How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
 
Not for too long  



 
How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 
 
Two days. 
What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your limb, 
throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 
 
Try my best to survive. 
 
What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
Definitely, I would severe more and percentage of survive might decrease. 
 
 
What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for one 
week? 
 
It wouldn’t be a problem 
 
For one month? 
Honestly, for a month it will be difficult for me. 
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
 
Time ended: 15:41 
Last question completed: 39 
Questions declined (#’s):0 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me not more 
than 15 minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and 
any preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
program. Do I have your permission to continue?  
Start time:18:11 
What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 
_____1964_____ 
 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 
Please tell me a little about where you sleep at this time.____________________________ 
 
o Dormitory             oApartment          oRow Home            oTwin          oSingle            o Farm    
 
Who else lives in the same unit? ________________________ 
 
o Alone            oFellow student/roommate        oPartner       oFamily   
 
Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
 
o Scholarship funded     o Parents        oLoans        oJob       
 
Just a little about your education 
 
oHigh school  oTrade school  o First year undergraduate   oundergraduate  ograduate  
ocontinuing education  ofaculty  oother staff oOther______________ 
 



What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
None 
 
What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
 
 
oFarm  oCountry  oSmall town   oCity   oBig City 
oWilderness   oFrontier   oRural    oSuburban    oUrban 
 
 
 
What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life where 
you are living? 
 
 
hurricanes, tornados, and fires 
Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
 
 
Getting additional emergency supplies. 
 
 
What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
 
Sleeping bag for each person 
Fire extinguisher 
 
 
 
What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) disasters were 
to occur while you were in this living situation? 
 
 
 
Keeping Some money. 
 
What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would occur 
while you were here? 
 
Shelter in place 
 
What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
 
I guess there is nothing 



 
 
 
What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
 
 
None 
 
How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or building) to be 
in? 
4 days 
 
 
What would you do if you or another person had a wound that was gushing blood? 
 
 
Try to stop it  
 
How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
For ever 
 
How long do you think you could survive without heat if the outside was at freezing 
temperature? 
3 days 
 
 
What would you do in that case? 
 
 
Call the police  
How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (56 degree F)? 
 
 
Nothing would change  
 
How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
 
Half a day 
 
 
How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
 
 
15 days 



How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
 
8 days 
 
How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 
 
Few days because I have to take my medicine regularly 
What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your limb, 
throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 
 
Unfortunately, I would die 
 
What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
 
I don’t need them, just I need my family nearby me  
 
What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for one 
week? 
Normal situation  
 
 
For one month? 
 
Normal situation 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
 
 
Time ended: 18:29 
Last question completed: 37 
Questions declined (#’s):2 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20 
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 
preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.  
 
Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 
question, and may stop the interview at any time. 
 
Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
Start Time:  05:10 pm 

1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 
______1982___ 

 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 
night). 

 
□ Dormitory             □Apartment  □ Hi Rise        □Row Home            □Twin          □Single            □ 
Farm   □Other_____________ 
 

3. Who else lives in the same unit? ___________Family_____________ 
 
 
□ Alone            □Fellow student/roommate        □Partner       Family  □Children □ Infants 



 
4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 

home-mates have?______Regular vaccinations_________ 
 
 

5. What pets live with you now (today)?______non__________ 
 
 

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
 
 
 
 
□ Scholarship funded     □ Parents        □Loans        □Job      Other_______ 
 

7. Just a little about your education 
 
B/S. 
 
 
□High school  □Trade school  □ First year undergraduate   □ undergraduate□graduate  
□continuing education  □faculty  □other staff □Other______________ 
 

8. What is/was your course of study?___EMS______________ 
 
 

9. How do you define your community? 
Peace. 

 
10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 

 
None 

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
 
City 
 
□Farm  □Country  □Small town   □City   □Big City 
□Wilderness   □Frontier   □Rural    □Suburban    □Urban 
 

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms. 
Disaster is when there is a large group of people need immediate help on the same time.  
 
Tornado, earthquake and flooding. 



13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 
where you are living? 

 
Of course.  Disasters affects my life, my family and my community. Therefore, there must be 
plans and expectations for the nature of disasters that expected to avoid Casualties and 
aggravating of fear. 
 

14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
 
In fact, the responsibility is sharing  from the time of emergency  announcement  throw  all 
sectors and facilities  until the announcement deactivated.  The difficulty lies in the people 
whom work on  the  field they must have Full support  manpower, Action plan, shelters, 
Command center, medical equipment, ambulances, paramedics, hospitals, food etc. 
 
 

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
 
In fact, I was satisfied with knowing some of the emergency numbers and the surrounding 
medical centers. 
I'm willing to participate if there any community education events.  

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? 

 
Some food, water, and blankets 
 
 
 

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 
occur while you were here? 

 Protect myself and my family. 
 
 

18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
 
 
 

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? (None)____none________ 
 
 

20. Please tell me how you dealt with that: 
 
 

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done? 
 



 
22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 

 
None. 
 
 

23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 
building) to be in? 

 
I think in bad situation, I will survival but to be comfortable few days.  
 

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency? 
 
Insulate as much as possible 
 

25. How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 
you? 

I will help as much as i can.  
 
 

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
 
Few days.  
 

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C) 

 
I think few hours 2 or 3h. 
 

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 
with no heat)? 

Star fire.  
 
 

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 
degree F/4 degree C)? 

 
Starting fire.  

30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions? 
Phone app. TV. 
 
 

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
 



 
3 up to 7 days.  
 

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
 
I will survival with that 
 

33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
 
I can  survival  
 

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 

 
Few year maybe  
 

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 

 
I will burn it.  
 

36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
 
Lonely. 
 

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 
one week? 

 
I will have a lot of difficulty 
 

38. For one month? 
More worse 
 

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus 
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? 

 
Isolate myself from gatherings 
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
Thanks. 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 



Interviewer: Wael Alotaibi 
Time ended___05:35_pm_ 
Last question completed__39___ 
Questions declined (#’s)___0 ____ 
Personal Observations: 
 
 



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20 
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 
preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.  
 
Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 
question, and may stop the interview at any time. 
 
Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
Start Time: 11:20 AM  

1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 
__1979________ 

 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 
night).  

o Dormitory             oApartment  o Hi Rise        oRow Home            oTwin          oSingle            
o Farm   oOther______________ 
 

3. Who else lives in the same unit? __My friend ______________________ 
o Alone            oFellow student/roommate        oPartner       oFamily  oChildren o Infants 
 

4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 
home-mates have?__None____________ 



5. What pets live with you now (today)?____None____________ 
6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 

I work as a teacher.   
 
o Scholarship funded     o Parents        oLoans        oJob      Other__________ 
 

7. Just a little about your education 
oHigh school  oTrade school  o First year undergraduate   oundergraduate  ograduate  
ocontinuing education  ofaculty  oother staff oOther______________ 
 

8. What is/was your course of study?____English_____________ 
9. How do you define your community? 

My family and friends.  
 

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
City Community development Block Grant Committee. 
 

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
Newark, DE 
 
oFarm  oCountry  oSmall town   oCity   oBig City 
oWilderness   oFrontier   oRural    oSuburban    oUrban 
 

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms. 
A hazard situation in which people can be in danger.  
 

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 
where you are living? 

Terrorisms or active shooter, fires, and tornados.  
 

14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
EMS personnel and fire departments.  
 

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
Preparedness. 

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? 

My savings account. I save as much as I can. 
 

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 
occur while you were here? 

EMS personnel and fire departments as well 
18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 

It would be complicated situation.  



 
19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? (None)____None________ 

 
20. Please tell me how you dealt with that: 

N/A 
 

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done? 
N/A 
 

22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
None. 
 

23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 
building) to be in? 

Maybe a month.  
24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency? 

None, but if had, would call 911 
 

25. How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 
you? 

Calling 911 as well  
 

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
A week or two  

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C) 

May be one day.  
 

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 
with no heat)? 

I would go to one of my family in New York.   
 

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 
degree F/4 degree C)? 

Wearing proper clothes and using my personal heater.  
30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions? 

By the weather app and news in my phone.  
Using my phone and laptops and watching channel news.  

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
3 to 5 days.  

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
May be few months since that will not be healthy.  
 

33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 



May be less than a month. 
 

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 

Since I’m not taking any medicine I would say forever.   
35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 

limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 
Going to the hospital.  

36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
It would difficult for me to adjust since I use these items during my everyday routine. 
 

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 
one week? 

It would difficult for me as well. I use the electricity for most of my items. 
 

38. For one month? 
More difficult because I would not be able to charge my phone and laptop which I use to 
track and watch news for such weather.   

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus 
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? 

Staying home and wearing mask when I go to work.  
 
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
Interviewer: Wael Alotaibi 
Time ended_11:50 AM_________ 
Last question completed__39___ 
Questions declined (#’s)__0_____ 
Personal Observations: 
 



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20 
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 
preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.  
 
Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 
question, and may stop the interview at any time. 
 
Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
Start Time: 10:25 AM 

1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 
____1960______ 

 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 
night). 

 
o Dormitory             xApartment  o Hi Rise        oRow Home            oTwin          oSingle            
o Farm   oOther______________ 
 

3. Who else lives in the same unit? __Wife_____________________ 
 
o Alone            oFellow student/roommate        xPartner       oFamily  oChildren o Infants 



4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 
home-mates have?______None___________ 

 
5. What pets live with you now (today)?____None____________ 

 
6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). Local 

markets 
 I have a job. Clinical Social Worker. 

 
o Scholarship funded     o Parents        oLoans        xJob      Other__________ 
 

7. Just a little about your education. 
 A master’s degree in social work 
oHigh school  oTrade school  o First year undergraduate   oundergraduate  xgraduate  
ocontinuing education  ofaculty  oother staff oOther______________ 
 

8. What is/was your course of study?   
Social Work 
 

9. How do you define your community?  
Family, relatives, friends and neighbors.  
 

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of?  
Catholic Church parish 
 

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area.  
Suburban community in Newark, DE 
 
oFarm  oCountry  oSmall town   oCity   oBig City 
oWilderness   oFrontier   oRural    xSuburban    oUrban 
 

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms.  
An event that is life-threatening, such as a tornado or other weather-related event 
 

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 
where you are living?   

Floods 
 

14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events?  
Local police or EMS personnel 
 

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events?  
Insurance 
 



16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation?   

Home insurance 
 

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 
occur while you were here?   

Smoke alarms; carbon monoxide alarm 
 

18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
I have obtained them 
 

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced?  None 
 

20. Please tell me how you dealt with that: N/A 
 

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done? N/A 
 

22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
I have had training in CPR 
 

23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 
building) to be in?  

Not sure how to answer 
 

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency?  Calling 911 
 

25. How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 
you?  Call 911 

 
26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning?   

I think heat during the winter is more important than air conditioning. 
 

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C)   

May be less than half an hour.  
 

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 
with no heat)?   

Go to a local shelter if I had no other housing 
29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 

degree F/4 degree C)?   
Survivable though uncomfortable 
 
 



30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions? 
 Weather channels 
 

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? May be 3 or 4 days 
 

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body?  
Probably not life-threatening even if it would be extremely uncomfortable 
 

33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
Very unpleasant to think about but people in the past did not have modern bathroom facilities 
yet found ways to survive 
 

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium?   

Difficult to say but I could probably survive for a long time without medicine 
 

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available?  

I would go to the local emergency room 
 

36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet?  
I would depend upon the community like people in the past did. 
 

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 
one week?  

I think that I could adjust to such inconveniences, just as people in the past did. 
 

38. For one month?    
Would be more difficult, but I could adjust. 
 

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus 
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live?   

Hand-washing; wearing protective mask; avoid close contact with crowds if virus was prevalent. 
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
Interviewer: Ibrahim 
Time ended__10:47 AM________ 
Last question completed__39___ 
Questions declined (#’s)__0_____ 
Personal Observations:  



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20 
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 
preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.  
 
Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 
question, and may stop the interview at any time. 
 
Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
Start Time: 10:28 AM  

1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 
__1996________ 

 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 
night).  

o Dormitory             oApartment  o Hi Rise        oRow Home            oTwin          oSingle            
o Farm   oOther______________ 
 

3. Who else lives in the same unit? __My friend ______________________ 
o Alone            oFellow student/roommate        oPartner       oFamily  oChildren o Infants 
 

4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 
home-mates have?__None____________ 



5. What pets live with you now (today)?____None____________ 
6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 

My family  
 
o Scholarship funded     o Parents        oLoans        oJob      Other__________ 
 

7. Just a little about your education 
oHigh school  oTrade school  o First year undergraduate   oundergraduate  ograduate  
ocontinuing education  ofaculty  oother staff oOther______________ 
 

8. What is/was your course of study?____English_____________ 
9. How do you define your community? 

I think my family, friends, and all the people surrounding.  
 

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
None 
 

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
Newark, DE 
 
oFarm  oCountry  oSmall town   oCity   oBig City 
oWilderness   oFrontier   oRural    oSuburban    oUrban 
 

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms. 
A critical situation when someone needs assistance.  
 

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 
where you are living? 

Fires or some public health emergencies such as Coronavirus.   
 

14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
 
I think the able and experts’ people in this field could support.  

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
Unfortunately, nothing. I’m not sure even if there is a fire extinguisher in my dorm. 
 

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? 

None 
17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 

occur while you were here? 
Basically, luck. So, if there is fire and I’m not sleeping, I could run away from the building. I think 
also if there is fire department next to the building that would help.  
 



18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 
I think it would be difficult to survive.  
 

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? (None)____________ 
 

20. Please tell me how you dealt with that: 
N/A 
 

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done? 
N/A 
 

22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
None. 
 

23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 
building) to be in? 

I don’t know since I haven’t experienced it. I would say may be few days.  
 

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency? 
Calling 911 
 

25. How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 
you? 

Also, calling 911 
 

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
It depends on the weather. So, if it is during the winter and there is no heat, I think I would not 
be comfortable within minutes.  
 

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C) 

I’m not sure. May few hours.  
 

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 
with no heat)? 

I would wear warmth clothes and go to one of my friends’ home.  
 

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 
degree F/4 degree C)? 

I would buy a portable heater.  
 

30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions? 
By the weather app and news in my phone.  
 



31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
May be less than a week. 
 

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
I’m not sure. May be forever. 
 

33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
Also not sure. I would say less than a month. 
 

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 

I don’t need medicine at this time, so I think forever. Unless I got critical injury or diseases.  
 

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 

I would go the Student Health Center or the Urgent Care.  
 

36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
 
I think I would not handle this situation and I would be too much bored.  
 

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 
one week? 

I think it would difficult for me since I use the electricity for most of my items even to storage 
food.  
 

38. For one month? 
Much more complicated.  

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus 
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? 

I have masks and hand sanitizer in my backpack.  
 
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
Interviewer: Ibrahim 
Time ended_10:45 AM_________ 
Last question completed__39___ 
Questions declined (#’s)__0_____ 
Personal Observations: 
 



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20 
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 
preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.  
 
Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 
question, and may stop the interview at any time. 
 
Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
Start Time: 1:52 PM 

1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 
____1964______ 

 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 
night). 

□ Dormitory             □Apartment  □ Hi Rise        □Row Home            □Twin          x□Single            □ 
Farm   □Other______________ 
 

3. Who else lives in the same unit? __Husband ______________________ 
□ Alone            □Fellow student/r□Twin          xPartner       □Family  □Children □ Infants 
 

4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 
home-mates have? None. 



5. What pets live with you now (today)? None 
 

6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 
 
□ Scholarship funded     □ Parents        □Loans        x□Job      Other__________ 
 

7. Just a little about your education 
 
□High school  □Trade school  □ First year undergraduate   undergraduate  □graduate  
□continuing education  □faculty  □other staff □Other______________ 
 

8. What is/was your course of study?_____Social Welfare___________ 
 
 

9. How do you define your community? 
Residential neighborhood 
 

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
Church-related groups, campus ministries 

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
Wilmington, DE.  
 
□Farm  □Country  □Small town   xCity   □Big City 
□Wilderness   □Frontier   □Rural    □Suburban    □Urban 
 

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms. 
Unexpected, life threatening situation. 
 

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 
where you are situation?  

Fire, natural disasters that are weather related, social uprising 
 

14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
Good personal planning, government, community support. 
 

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
Insurance (life, auto, medical) Home safety measures. Good neighborhood choice. 

16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? 

Inheritance savings, 401K plans, insurance plans. Home investment.  
 

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 
occur while you were here? 

Faith in God. Supportive relationships. Knowledge of available resources. 



 
18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 

N/A 
 

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? (None). 
 

20. Please tell me how you dealt 
Insurance, loan, social networks, church family support. 
 

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster?  
It didn't change anything.  
 

22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 
None beyond common sense. 
 

23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 
building) to be in? 

 
I am not sure how to answer this question. I think there is no place that is completely safe. 
 

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency? 
Call 911. 

25. How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 
you? 

Call 911. Try to keep the person calm. Get others involved for tasks needed. 
 

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
A day or so. I have alternatives. 
 

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C) 

10 minutes. 
 

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 
with no heat)? 

Find whatever I could to cover myself. Keep moving for circulation.  
 

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 
degree F/4 degree C)? 

Stand close to something to block wind and increase sunlight. 
 

30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions? 
Cellphone and laptop.  
 



31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
 
I think 2 to 3 days. 
 

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
May be 1 to 2 Weeks. 

33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
Not sure, but may be a week.  
 

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 

Forever.  
 

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 

Use alcohol on the wound or saltwater. 
 

36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
I would feel free! 

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 
one week? 

I've done it. A bit claustrophobic. I would be bored, but find creative things to do.  
 

38. For one month?  
I would be depressed and frustrated.  
 

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus 
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? 

Staying home and avoidance of infected persons. Conscious effort to maintain healthy lifestyle 
practices. 
 
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
Interviewer: Ibrahim  
Time ended__2:10 PM________ 
Last question completed__39___ 
Questions declined (#’s)___0____ 
Personal Observations: 
 
 
 



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20 
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 
preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.  
 
Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 
question, and may stop the interview at any time. 
 
Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
Start Time: 3:10 PM 

1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 
___1977_______ 

 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 
night). 

 
o Dormitory             oApartment  o Hi Rise        oRow Home            oTwin          oSingle            
o Farm   oOther______________ 
 

3. Who else lives in the same unit? ___Husband_____________________ 
 
o Alone            oFellow student/roommate        oPartner       oFamily  oChildren o Infant 



4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 
home-mates have?__None_______________ 

 
5. What pets live with you now (today)?___Two dogs_____________ 

 
6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy). 

My husband and I have job.  
 
o Scholarship funded     o Parents        oLoans        oJob      Other__________ 
 

7. Just a little about your education 
 

oHigh school  oTrade school  o First year undergraduate   oundergraduate  ograduate  
ocontinuing education  ofaculty  oother staff oOther_ ____________ 
 

8. What is/was your course of study? ___Linguistics __________ 
9. How do you define your community? 

My local community, extended network of friends, co-workers, neighbors and general 
familiarity with the area. 

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of? 
Lifelong Learning and Community Education. 
 

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area. 
Wilmington, DE.  
 
oFarm  oCountry  oSmall town   oCity   oBig City 
oWilderness   oFrontier   oRural    oSuburban    oUrban 
 

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms. 
A flood or natural or man-made disaster; community conflagration; civil unrest or rioting and 
looting.  

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 
where you are living? 

Fires and public health diseases. The specter of the Coronavirus or other pandemic for which 
there is no antidote.   
 

14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 
The American government in combination with the authorities of Disaster Management and 
medical teams.  

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? 
Having insurance and keeping up-to-date of the world news. 



16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 
disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? 

Only have three days drinking water in hand and the insurance.  

17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 
occur while you were here? 

Advanced alarming system.   
18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 

Fortitude and an optimistic spirit.  

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? None__ 
20. Please tell me how you dealt with that: 

N/A 
21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done? 

N/A 
22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 

None. 
23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 

building) to be in? 
Not sure how to answer.  

24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency? 
I will call 911.  

25. How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 
you? 

Calling 911 and Trying to think it through, prioritize what should be done first, second, etc.  

26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 
Tried to think it through, prioritize what should be done first, second, etc.  

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C) 

Several days, supposing I had warm clothes  

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 
with no heat)? 

Try to create an insulated structure within the building. 

29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 
degree F/4 degree C)? 

The same would apply.  

30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions? 

National weather that pilots use; local TV news stations; weather app on cellphone  



31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water? 
I learned that you die in three days without liquids.  

32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body? 
Not sure how to answer.  I cannot imagine doing that for more than a month.    
 

33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool? 
As long as we’re necessary.  

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? 

For a long time, it only improves the quality and functioning of life  

35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 
limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available? 

I would go to the hospital.  
 

36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? 
My access to information would be greatly affected and the info I got might be difficult to verify 
if true or false.  

37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 
one week? 

I would have to read during daylight hours, and go to sleep with nightfall. Keeping food at 
adequate temperatures. 

38. For one month? 
I would do the something. 
 

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus 
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? 

Wearing a mask even though it has proven ineffective against contracting it. I would wash my 
hands with soap and stay home.  

 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
Interviewer: Ibrahim  
Time ended_3:29 PM_________ 
Last question completed__39___ 
Questions declined (#’s)___0____ 
Personal Observations: 



“Pardon me. I am (Name) from the Disaster Medicine and Management graduate program at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia (Penna). Would you be willing to give me at least 20 
minutes of your time to answer some questions about your perception of disaster and any 
preparation you have made?” 
 
(No)- “Thank you anyway. You may take this list of websites if you would like to find 
information about this in the future.” 
 
(Yes)-Thank you. Before we begin, has anyone asked you about disaster and preparation in the 
last month? 
 
(Yes)- OK. Are there any questions you would like to ask me? Thank you for your time.  
 
(No)- Great. This is an educational study for us to learn Applied Research methods. I have some 
questions to discuss with you. I will not record any information that can identify you, but rather 
some descriptions of your current life, some of your opinions or perceptions, and some limited 
facts about what you might have done to prepare for a possible disaster. None of this 
information will be shared outside of our class, and nothing will be reported outside of our 
class. I cannot offer you anything for answering these questions, other than to answer some of 
your questions and provide a list of websites dealing with the subject.  
 
Some of the questions may seem uncomfortable to think about. You may decline to answer any 
question, and may stop the interview at any time. 
 
Do I have your permission to continue?  
 
Start Time: 3:46 PM 

1. What is your birth year? (If after 2002, loop back to the yellow highlighted line.) 1950 
 
(For the following lines, check boxes are for the interviewer to code the response for later 
recall. They may be used for prompts after the interviewee has given their response to amplify 
or clarify that response.) 
 

2. Please tell me a little about where you are currently living (the place you reside at 
night). I live my own house 

 
o Dormitory             oApartment  o Hi Rise        oRow Home            oTwin          oSingle            
o Farm   oOther______________ 
 

3. Who else lives in the same unit? My wife, my daughter, and my grandson 
 
o Alone            oFellow student/roommate        oPartner       oFamily  oChildren o Infants 
 



4. What medical or special needs for communication, care, or movement do any of these 
home-mates have? My grandson has had a heart transplant 

 
5. What pets live with you now (today)? No pets 

 
6. Tell me a little about how you obtain your daily needs (food, clothing, energy).  

My wife and I work to earn money to pay for our daily needs 
 
o Scholarship funded     o Parents        oLoans        oJob      Other__________ 
 

7. Just a little about your education I have a master’s degree 
 
oHigh school  oTrade school  o First year undergraduate   oundergraduate  ograduate  
ocontinuing education  ofaculty  oother staff oOther______________ 
 

8. What is/was your course of study? Education and community development 
 

9. How do you define your community? My community is basically a middle class suburb  
 

10. What community organizations do you consider yourself a member of?  
I attend a church 
 

11. What kind of an area do you feel you are currently living in? Please name the area.  
The area we live in is Wilmington City in Delaware 
 
oFarm  oCountry  oSmall town   oCity   oBig City 
oWilderness   oFrontier   oRural    oSuburban    oUrban 
 

12. Please define a Disaster or Major Emergency in your own terms. A disaster could either 
be an event that destroys homes, or makes it difficult to live normally 

13. What do you believe are the disasters or major emergencies that could affect your life 
where you are living? In this area we could have major snowstorms, hurricanes/violent 
winds, or tornados 

 
14. Who do you believe is responsible to provide for your survival in these events? 

Ultimately, I am responsible for my own survival 
 

15. What have you done to make yourself feel safe against these events? We live in a solid 
home up on a hill, and try and keep it in good condition 

 
16. What have you saved or set aside to make your survival more likely if this (these) 

disasters were to occur while you were in this living situation? We have money in the 
bank that could be used to help us through an emergency 

 



17. What do you believe you would need to prevail (be successful) if these events would 
occur while you were here? The ability to be flexible and willing to wait for events to 
return to normal. Also, if it were a really difficult emergency event, probably an 
emergency generator 

 
18. What, if anything, has prevented you from obtaining those items you have identified? 

Probably a lack of urgency 
 

19. What disaster or major emergency have you experienced? In 1962 my family endured 
Typhoon Karen on Guam, with 210 MPH wind gusts. In 1976, we went through Typhoon 
Pamela, with 185 MPH wind gusts. 

 
20. Please tell me how you dealt with that: After the storm passed, we picked up the pieces 

and went on. 
 

21. How did that change your preparedness for disaster? What have you done? We made 
sure that our housing was made out of brick. 

 
22. What, if any, training in disaster or emergency preparedness or response have you had? 

Only experience 
 

23. How long do you think you would be comfortable without a safe space (room or 
building) to be in? Probably not very long 

 
24. What actions have you taken when confronted with a medical emergency?  

Called 911 when my grandson had cardiac arrest. 
 

25. How would you act/ what would you do if a stranger was seriously injured in front of 
you? I would see what I could do to help, and call 911 

 
26. How long do you think you could be comfortable without heat or air conditioning? 

 It depends on the weather conditions, if it weren’t too hot or too cold, it should be OK 
 

27. How long do you think your body could function in the cold without a source of warmth 
if the outside was at freezing temperature? (32 degree F/ 0 degree C)  

I would probably seek to find a warmer place 
 

28. What would you do to survive in that case (outside in the freezing cold/in a building 
with no heat)? I would try and find a place that was warm 

 
29. How would that change if the temperature was only at refrigerator temperature (40 

degree F/4 degree C)?  
It still would necessitate going somewhere it was warm 
 



30. How do you get your information on the upcoming major weather conditions?  
I check the internet weather websites 
 

31. How long do you feel you could live without a drink of water?  
I would need something within a few hours 

 
32. How long do you feel you could live without cleaning your hands or body?  

Depending on the urgency, I would prefer to clean myself daily 
 

33. How long do you feel you could live without bathroom facilities for stool?  
If there were a place to go outside away from others, it would be OK 

34. How long do you feel you could live without medicine if all of your community was in a 
gymnasium? Not very long, as I have heart disease 

 
35. What would you do if you had a cut that got infected, with pus, red streaks up your 

limb, throbbing, and fever? If there was no medicine available?  
I would try and clean it with fresh clean water, the best I could 
 

36. What do you feel would happen to you without cellphone, telephone, TV, or internet? It 
I would be very bored 

 
37. What do you feel would happen you if there were no electricity, and no travel away, for 

one week? I would again be bored 
 

38. For one month? Even more bored 
 

39. What have you considered doing to protect yourself from COVID-19 (the Corona Virus 
from Wuhan) if there was an outbreak around where you live? 

 Stay away from people, plus wear a mask if I had to be around others 
 
Thank you so much for helping me. Do you have any questions I could help you with? 
 
 
This is a list of some resources you might like to check about our study topic. 
 
Interviewer: Ibrahim 
Time ended__4:05 PM________ 
Last question completed__39___ 
Questions declined (#’s)___0____ 
Personal Observations: 
 




